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DIVINE BIRTH
as the Power of Atomic Evolution

b y  G la d y s  / .  S p e a rm a n -C o o k

AV1NG ESTABLISHED THE GLORY OF 
Holy Compassion, we now seek of the Divine Birth 
as that of Theocratic Intervention. Where the 
Hierarchs and man become one, for the Hour Glass 
in its continual flowing, has made the way for 
Atomic Evolution to begin. Thereby bringing forth 
of the Royal Overshadowance, as the Great Holy 
Presence of the compensating Fiery Breath. The 
wherewithal to relieve the internal states of the false 
teachings of past religious fanaticism.

For now, as the Hierarchial Waters flow to the 
Earth, will they bring Divine Holy infusion to 
nurture the new-born Glories to the depths. They 

who in their Royal Compassion, are seeking to aid the soul, lost in the 
ravages of the deep. Beings born of His Dynamic Effigy of Holy Divine 
Virtue, yet only the trailing sparks of His Supreme Compassional Holy 
Royalty, waiting to unfold the glories of the mind. Yet that now possible 
to one and all, for Merope the Virgin, in raising up the Planes by 
molecular assumption of the Word, has gathered all up to ONE Source, 
to become the all revolving wealth with the depths. For in the Glory 
of this Infinity, the Holiest of reborn Breath has become the full Atomic 
oneness of the Colurc wealth of Merope.

“For she is the reflective mirror of MY Divine Rights, the infusive 
Glory of MY ascension. For I am the Breath within the Breath, the 
mystery of the Intelligencia, the ever unbom Seed of Fiery evolutionary 
LIGHT, waiting to find Royal Holy Birth.”

The Great Central Holy Fiery Reality, the Core of the Central Sun, 
the complete majesty of the mighty Fiery wealth of the Great Divine 
Lord of Scorpio. He of the mighty Generating Divinity, the Pure 
Spiritual Glory of constant rotating Divine LIGHT.

“For as I am, so shall ye be, and I will dwell within the Arc of thy 
intelligencia.”

Thus all the Fiery light of Atomic conquest, will become the blood of 
he who seeks to find the Immortal Holy Fire, as he wrestles with the 
difficulties of life. Thereby infusing man with the Royal Divine 
Excelsior, of the ever living Central Sun Radiance. For the Orion 
Warrior is now the seeker of the new Vega Kingdom. A World of 
LIGHT, a World of Truth, where man and Divinity embrace.

The Royal Scorplonic Fire
I I was in his seeking, he came upon the Celestial Overshadowance of 
* the Virgin Arc. that of the Great Lord of the Scorpio Fiery 
Heavens. For in this Kingdom of Royal Heavenly belief. He was the 
immensity of Merope's Divine Quest, feeding her with His Great 
internal wealth from the Core of the Central Sun. That polarised by 
Merope into the Glory of the New Cosmic FACE, whereby she became 
the Virgin consciousness of that Royal Ftheric ARC, the immensity of 
the Scorpio Domain. Where all the Great Heavens are l ib  immediate 
surrounds, bathing llim with their shimmering Divine Glory. For in 
Ihb Holy Sea ol Fiery Divine LIGHT, was there the Creation of her 
virgin belief. That risen op by her royal weaving, in the world of men, 
as she beheld the Divine Wonders in the inflowing F'lcry Breath.

It was in this Divine Husbandry, that she and the Unseen, pronounced

T H E  A R 1 E L IS E D  M IN D
IMGII’ f r o  from the magnetic pull of the depths the soul 
■* * icings its mind into Realms o f Pivinc Enlightenment. 
Thus becoming part of the G n a t Chromospheric Conscious
ness auare at last of the true Beauty and Reality of Living, 
and 'the royal and mighty Plan of Divine Evolution. (Sec text 
on page .1, col. I ) .Continued on Page 3
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Ed ito ria l . .  ♦♦ J  Uory Cegacy

WHAT with the dock ilfike, fear-ga* bombs in ilic Home of ('omniooi, 
lli# trouble fn Northern Ireland, and the rebounding fury from all 
over the world, concerning the sale of Armament* to South Africa, 

It hasn't taken long for the reaction to the General Election to set in ! We 
warned that the British were going to learn the hard way, by their refusing 
to follow the La we un decreed by Theocracy, and it it already abundantly 
clear that Britain really Is going to find the future tough going. To the money* 
minded simpleton* who voted the 'Tories hi, und those who aided their cause 
by refusing to vote, we have only one comment—“You asked for it, now 
you must put up with i t ! Either that, or throw them out now, before they 
cause more trouble.” The lories always were war-mongers, and always will 
be, and to make matters even worse, in having tho destructive vibration of 
Moon in Scorpio ruling the Government and country, nothing hut destruction 
and chaos will ever lie bom from their actions.

★  ★  ★  ★

I F you have already read this month's 
Reminiscences, you will no doubt 

have been just at amazed as we were, 
to read of Mr. Wilson's urdent avowals 
of his beliefs and declarations of intent, 
and his complete rejection of such poli
cies when he became Prime Minister and 
hud every opportunity to put them into 
practice. There can be no excuse for this 
whatsoever, and one can hardly believe 
that it is the same person speaking now 
who was speaking then. One can only 
come to the sad conclusion that the 
voice that once spoke for 'honest, 
straight-forward socialism,' became lost 
under the vestiges of power, and the 
image of the 'social diplomat' took its 
place.

The outcome of the General Election

is sure proof that one cannot walk a 
precarious tightrope between two 
worlds; you are cither for socialism or 
capitalism. To try and combine the two 
is a betrayal of principles, and can 
only lead to ultimate disaster! Let 
us hope that when the labour Party is 
returned to power, they will not make 
the same mistake twice, and much here 
will depend upon the influence that 
Michael Foot can bring to bear upon 
the Labour leadership. With the world 
being turned in the direction of 
Theocracy, he will find himself being 
called upon to take on greater res
ponsibility than ever before, for many 
of his beliefs are in harmony with the 
Higher Laws now interpenetrating the 
Earth. Wc trust that his fiery tempera
ment will not be lacking when the 
moment arrives !

★ ------- — --------------------------------------------------- — ------------- *

S l o p  V r v H H  !

AS a result of continual requests, Mrs. Spearman-Cook wiij now give 
personal horoscope delineations by private sitting, as well as those 

by Tape Recording. As there is sure to be a heavy demand for this 
service, wc advise those who wish to take advantage of this offer, to 
write in as soon as possible, giving full birth particulars (Date, place, 
and exact time of birth if known). The foe wiJJ be three guineas, and 
we ask that you send at least one guinea with your birth details, to 
cover the immediate cost of casting the horoscope. Please note that 
ALL consultations are by prior appointment only,

★  ----------------------------------------------------  ' — ----------------------- ★

With Spiritual Communism now the 
Theocratic Decree of Evolutionary Un
fold men t, the following extract from the 
Daily Telegraph might be of interest to 
our American readers :

Americana have Just celebrated the 
194th birthday of their nation, but It 
would appear that not all of them are 
as familiar with the historic Declara
tion of Independence as they ought to 
be.

Only one person out of fifty who 
was approached recently on a Miami 
street, agreed to sign a typed copy of 
the Declaration. Quite a number 
thought it was anti-American propa
ganda#

Two called it “Communist junk,” 
and one threatened to call the police. 
Another said (he FBI should he 
informed, and someone said, “I don't 
go for religious stuff.”

The test was carried out after an 
earlier questionnaire circulated among 
300 young adults attending a Miami 
gathering, bad shown that 24 per cent 
thought an excerpt from the Declara
tion was written by Lenin! They bad 
been asked what sort of person they 
thought would make aftich a statement.
Well, well, Mr. Nixon, you had better 

take care. Theocracy, as Spiritual 
Communism, is closer than you think !

2! st July, 1970.Edward Heath,
10, Downing Street,
London, S. IV. 1.

Edward Heath,
No arms will fio out to South Africa, and It will not he long before all arms being 

dispersed to other countries will he stopped. For the Configuratory Powers now flowing 
to the Earth are 'salting' It with the Higher Theocratic Communistos Intent. No man 
will be able to avoid this Inflow, and Is that which Mr. Wilson should have waited for, 
and brought the Election in October. The answer to this Is. . .

“OUT WITH THE FALSE PUPPET GOVERNMENT'
. . .  who are no better than they have ever been. Still the same old false promises, and 
the empty gag-waslilng brag of the loud-mouthed cunning capitalist."

"OUT WITH THE TORY GOVERNMENT"
This is a world for the multitude, and their mind expansion; not for the few, In 

their money-grubbing vested Interests!
The report of the debate in the House of Commons of July 20th on 'Arms for South 

Africa’ is Indeed very promising for the fulfilment of the Configuration. For Home, on 
two occasions, still referred to Mr. Wilson as the Prime Minister. Possibly he Is more 
clairvoyant than he thinks/

/ am sure Mr. Faulds appeared an outstanding figure, and brought some fiery elevated 
atmosphere to what could have been merely Tory 'flag and flannel' dialectic diatribe. 
Rut does this have to spread to the Labour Party, who should be learning to be plain- 
spoken straight-forward revealers of Truth. For we perceive to-day, the 21st July, that 
Mr. lain Mac lead has passed over. When operating In the House the said gentleman, 
with Wilson and Jenkins, fenced with open razors, and statements far from being 
Intelligent. Now, at the passing of the former, there are 'salaams and bouquets': If there 
is duality In one direction, it must be natural In all!

The 'spattering of the red palnf seems to have spread far and wide, and the little 
lady who chanced her arm, out of Intuitive consciousness, was possibly far more guided 
than perhaps any of us know. For surety the ‘putting of the country straight* Is far 
more Important and serious than a lot of puppet politicians playing hookey, and cunning 
after-dinner speeches!

G l a d y s  /• S p e a r m a n - C o o k

Princess Anne, 
Buckingham Palace, 
London, S.W.I.

Princess Anne,

22nd July, 1970.

In the "Evening Standard", on July 22nd, an article called 
"A Fatherly Arm" was written around the visit of our young 
Royal Family to America. A faded woman reporter Is said 
to have made the statement, *7 think Audrey Hepburn made 
a better princes/’.

Please do not let this deter you, or break down the 
independent characterisation which you are building up, for 
to me, a citizen of England, / think It is an absolutely dis
gusting action, which only the Tory Party could have 
thought up, that two young souls should have had to ‘dance 
a fourth-rate fandango' to a man whose hands are dripping 
with blood and murder.

Your stand-offish attitude I think was superb, for why 
should you be forced to cany out such 'an objectionable 
task ? A t any rate, /  think it is disgusting that a whole 
family should be forced, and paid, to be merely figureheads, 
and more or less forbidden to open their mouths.

/ hope It will not be long before the whole trend of social 
Imperialism Is changed, and Theocracy takes over the 
ruling. The whole article here stinks. What is Nixon trying 
to do—palm his daughter off as the Queen of England ? 
God forbid !

/  feel sure there are going to be other women, besides me, 
who will admire you for your independence, and perhaps 
would comment, "A true daughter of her father T  Keep it 
going, for it is this independence, and honest characterisa
tion, which will bring back to England a royalty of true 
mind independence.

G l a d y s  /• S p e a r m a n - C o o k
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DIVINE BIRTH
C on tin u ed  from  the F ront P age

the Seeded wealth of the Heavens. Bringing all to the 
expanded Reality of the now Atomic FACE, born out 
of her Holy Neptunian Virgin mind. For the Fire as 
the R oyal Scorpionic Waters, became the spinal 
flowering octavial beauty of the new Plane of Relativity 
Virtue. Bringing the H oly Fire to now becoming the 
enceinte infusing regurgitative Truth, of the Atom to 
Atom Polarity. Feeding all souls through the divine 
Fiery Breath, the Royal Atomic Glory of Rebirth.

upper Testes into declaring the 
wonders of their spontaneous 
relativity, the perception of 
the soul's cognitive powers.

This is the beginning of the 
polarising unity of the Divine 
Fire within the Breath, through 
the stimulatinc aeriform efflu
vium of the Chromospheric in
duction. Yet the mighty inflow 
of the Divine Spcrming Pre
sence, as the mystical FIRE 
within the Fire. The Royal 
Psyche Pneuma that holds the 
mvsterv of LIFE, the stimulat
ing Glory of the penetrating 
Transcendental Spcrming YOD.

through the nasal orifice, the 
royal YOD of perception. This, 
if allowed to become quies
cent. causes the Breath to enter 
by the mouth, by-passing the 
royal glandular structure at the 
back of the nose, forfeiting the 
Fiery Royalty of its depths.

But when breathed Into the 
nasopharynx by the turbined 
process the fresh air is 
breathed in, extracting its royal 
frequency unto awakened per
ception. Thereby passing into
(See diagram on page 4. cots.

I and 2)

SOLAR REBIRTH

NOW with the Royal Hydrogen Fire pouring down in abundanco in the Breath, the etherlc con
sciousness of man is being transformed into its true Solar Intensity. All the lower element 

creations being driven out of his blood-life, leaving his protoplasmic caussway of Neptunian glories 
to bo fed with the pure Atomic Consciousness of the Central Sun Intolligencia. Thus dissolving his 
concrete mind, bringing all to the dancing sensitivity of Abstract mind unfoldment. (See toxt in 
col. 6).

Where the dancing wealth of 
the infusing Fire became the 
Glory of the Seeded reborn 
Atomic Neptunian Mind. Stirr
ing the whole wealth of 
gathered Time, as the proto
plasmic blood of the soul. 
Thereby arousing the Etheric 
mind into an expanded thought 
of an Atomic creative nature, 
whereby new-born beliefs are 
brought into birth, to re- 
infinitise as the Glorious 
LIGHT of the Scorpio Heav
ens. Where wonders profound 
can be causa ted into rebirth, 
unfolding the evolution of the 
depths.

Thereby bringing that mighty 
LORD, as the FIRE within the 
Fire, to becoming the re-Fired 
FACE of the Virgin-virtued 
cosmic Breath. That which has 
become the Pure Spiritual in
destructible Atomic Prana, the 
Infinity rebirth of Time.

Thus as she drove her 
creative LOOM, Merope knew 
that HE was the Silent All- 
Consuming Magnificence of the 
LIGHT Plane of the Flame, 
the flowing inbirth of the 
Atomic sensitivity. This be
coming of the vlbronic stipu- 
lative hormone of gyrating 
Scorpionic Neptunian Divine 
copulation. That of Royal 
Atomic infiltration of His 
Divine established Holy Pres
ence.

For here is the Mighty Mys
tical Power of God, and as 
such, all is now the vibratory 
apprehending ratio of Speech, 
that of Divine fulfilment. 
Where the Seeding becomes a 
causatory unfoldment, instruct
ing and Sperming many fin the 
way of Truth, awaiting the 
awakened consciousness.

For this is the personified 
Voice of God, as His Power 
sweeps across the Fiery Plane, 
touching the hearts of one and 
all. Seeking to awaken them to 
the Royal Neptunian sensitised 
Virgin reality of Scorpionic re
birth. Where the Holy Fiery 
Prismic Waters hold the secret 
message of continuity, the un
bounding way of LIFE.

With each individual god 
status of the Seed being Fired 
by the Scorpionic Solar infu
sion. Therefore, as the blood 
reforms unto the Ether trans
formation of the indrawn 
Breath, is the glory of the 
Word conformed. Bringing a 
Stream of causatory unfold
ment, awaiting octavial expan
sion into the glory of LIGHT.

The Truth ever appearing on 
divers Planes, manifesting the 
way of plausibility, until the 
finale1 of complete oneness is 
reached in the full profundity 
of Truth. Thereby to be estab
lished in the Network of Crea
tion. ns the solution to that 
perception of belief. Awaiting 
the day when the soul makes 
expansion by alchemical trans
formation, lifting the conscious
ness up onto the Fiery Mind 
Plane of the Atomic creation.

Then once again that Word 
come* forth, but this time in 
greater perception, with the 
soul abounding In greater 
belief, expanding Its Internal 
comprehension. Thereby In
creasing the Fire within Hi 
depths, as It rises up In 
polarisation, onto the mind 
plane of man.
(See the Front Page plate)

Thereby feeding the soul 
with its holy Waters and infus
ing the depths with its glory. 
Intcrblendtng in the depths of 
life, through the vibronic 
Ethers, the Seed of the Word 
containing the Sperming wond
ers of God. For their mighty 
depths hold the secret of His 
Creation, that once they be
come the personification of the 
soul, it unfolds in the likeness 
of its belief.

Therefore the Solar Atomic 
inflow is now the accredited 
activity of the Sperming Royal 
FACE, of the Fiery Scorpionic 
Plane of Divine Enceinte con
tinuity. That bom into being 
by causatory inflow of the 
Breath, and established by the 
sequela of the Hypotenuse. 
Therefore all the _ Atomic 
royalty, a* the Divine inception, 
is now dependent upon the per- 
ceptory sensitivity. That bom 
viu the nasal orifice, as the 
indrawn Breath sperming the

The Awakened Solar 
Aspiration

HBERE we meet the secret 
mystery of the ravaged 

Pituitary fossa, the Sphenoidal 
sinus, that passes the air into 
the depths. The breathing in of 
the Sacred Pneuma filled with 
the Hierarchiai Glory. That 
which becomes the pulmonary 
circulation of the blood, burn
ing up the impure waste, that 
the Royal Fire, the Glory of 
Divinity, can become the 
Chromospheric radiance of the 
Etheric soul.

Thus the Divine Atomic 
Breuth is breathed in, and 
according to the consciousness 
of the soul, will its frequency 
be extracted. To either inflame 
the Testes in their old desires, 
or awaken the perception into 
unfolding new life, inspiring 
the soul into rebirth. This being 
the Power of Atomic evolution, 
awakening the soul to Reality

the blood leaving the new-born 
Royal Fire, in exchange for the 
dispelled darkness of belief* 
lienee a new inflow of Divinity 
enters Into the blood, and the 
antiquated bestial desires arc 
dispelled.

This Is where the Word 
begins its work, that the 
Pneuma, through the YOD of 
God, can extend the sensiti
vity of the soul, through the 
fully extracted Holy Fire of 
His Divine Breath. This is 
where the three expansive 
breaths draw the KumlaUnl up 
from the depths, to bring the 
Eagle out of life lair, making 
flight up to the Solar Glory. 
Setting the blood coursing 
through the veins, filling It 
with enriched Holy Fire, with 
the Neptunian Wafers rolling 
over the Arachnoid Web.

Thereby bringing the Dance

of Le Roc, between the upper 
and lower Ego, b  the Orion 
Wnmor and the Virgin copu
late in Divine Holy marriage. 
Thus the Breathing in of the 
inspiration, wQl bring forth of 
the aspiration, when the mind 
is awakened by the Word 
bringing new-born belief. 
Hence only by diet suitable to 
bringing forth of the sensitivity 
of the Sphenoid, and its 
connecting links with the tym
panic reception, will the mys
tical Word in the inflowing 
Breath, be duly extracted.

For here lies the Virgin FIRE 
within the Fire, as the new • 
bom babe of the Central Sun 
expansion, where the soul can 
give birth to a freed mind, in 
the glory of holy Divine stim
ulus. For expansion is the 
power of royal etymological 
deduction, bom from pure 
Holocaust Atomic unification. 
Where the mind in true holy 
belief, finds the mystical Reality 
of the unified Source, that of 
the blended-up depths and 
heights. Where the air, the 
Breath, is now as an Atomic 
Cloud-burst of Uranian Seeded 
Fire, bringing Holy LIGHT 
into birth.

A Virgin ignited Prism, of 
radiating Divine inspirational 
glory into the Seed birth of all 
men. Fox the Virgin is the 
depths of the involving status 
of the Holy Fire, as it is breath
ed into the fiery agitating sen
sitivity of the nose. Where 
through the inter-united action 
of the Scorpio-Taurus relativity 
revolving of the released mind, 
can reborn conscious belief be 
activated unto bringing into 
birth the Royal Holy Fire’s 
abundant virtues.

This is where we see how 
the nose becomes the Divine 
Post-Haste messenger of the 
gods, and is the Atomic re
actor to the Holy Virgin 
wealth, bora from the Central 
Sun. The Glory of the Heavens 
alchemicalised in the depths, to 
reimburse the soul with reborn 
life.

Yet wealth, when unified by 
Atomic immensity, to bring 
forth in the human soul the 
glorified radiance of the genes. 
For here it is we see the 
Wooden of God, the Divine 
Internal Glory of Being. He 
that has given of HIS Royal 
Depths, that through Merope’s 
Virgin Atomic ascension, HE 
can come forth as Divine 
Genius, in the god-like creation 
of man.

Therefore all is now the 
Fire-conscious reality of the 
Sun in Scorpio sensitivity, that 
of the reborn enceinte Virgin 
compassion, given birth by the 
awakened soul. Thereby bring
ing the Fontnnelle gateway to 
the Auric Void, that of the 
Holiest of Holies, where the 
octavial Breath will cause man 
to radiate and live the god- 
ship in his own elevated being. 
Therefore through the interven
ing Husbandry of the Divine 
Ethers, set into motion by 
Me rope’s Atomic quest in the 
depths, man has been stripped 
down to the base, with his 
beast being transformed into a 
reborn status of divine god- 
ship.

(See plate on this page)
For all now is the Beauty of 

the enceinte Hierarchiai magni
ficence, with the Neptunian 
Divine Glory now pouring 
forth of its Royal Atomic 
Breath of Compassionnl cm- 
braccmcnt. Awaiting every 
soul’s assimilation of its Divine 
Eternal depths, when the marri
age Bells of the Vega Sanctuary 
will start pealing the applause 
of the Solar cmbmcenicnt of 
Divine Molecular Sovereignty.

Thereby bringing into birth 
of the purified reborn sensitivity 
of Neptunian Scerslvip. ̂  Where 
the horse will swallow its own 
tail, in the infinity revolution 
ever being refuelled by the

O C C U LT  GAZETTE AUGUST 1970 j

C ontinued on Page 4
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DIVINE BIRTH
C ontinued from  page 3 ■

Fiery Atomic inflowing Breath. 
And whereas man has ever 
been the destroyer in the 
depths, he now will become the 
heralder of supreme reborn 
creative genius. That born out 
of the electronic Holy Fired 
conscious mind of Divine Theo
cratic belief. Ever drawing into 
his Etheric being, the immensity 
of the Solar-Galactical Glory, 
through his mind frequency 
devouring the Atomic vibra
tions of the Breath.

For the Great Central Sun is 
the Divine Magnificence of the 
whole of the Atomic purity of 
the vast aspirational wealth, of 
all the Mystery of Creation. 
That bom of the full Compas
sion of the Virgin’s Divine 
LOVE, whereby HIS Royal 
HOLY LOVE is made the 
Supreme Unction of the depths. 
For now He has become the 
Opaline dew of the Midnight 
Sun awakenment, the Mighty 
Glory of the radiating Cosmic 
Sun, bringing into full radiating 
Beauty the blossoming Sun
flower of the depths. The har
bourage for the busy Bees, they 
of the awakened royal beings 
of the New Virgin FACE.

Cosmic Reality

FOR the Solar Honey is the 
Neptunian Nectar of the 

Majestical Central Sun down- 
pouring of Divine Unction. The 
Royal Holy Anointment for all 
men, who are seeking to re
capture and recentralise them
selves to the Opaline Atomic 
Stream of immortal sensitivity.

The royal birth of Commun- 
istos Spiritual Divine Heritage, 
which is that of Martian re
orientated wealth being brought 
up out of the depths. The 
mighty rebirth of Saul's red 
fires, by the Compassion of the 
Royal Hierarchial Master's 
Celestial Transgression.

The Atoms of this Glorified 
Holy Birth, being sent down to 
the depths, to awaken the souls 
now buried under the weight of 
the countless Atomic down
pouring of the past The 
massive wealth of Cosmic Crea
tion, which the reborn souls of 
the Earth were ordained to 
bring into birth. For as Time 
came and went, and Evolution 
rolled on. the Covenant, the 
order of life, was ever becom
ing intensified.

Thus as the Atom became of 
Atomic destruction, it fell to 
Merope's lot to redeem the lost 
issue. She being the rebirth of 
the Moabite Fallen depths, 
where the souls of the gods 
began their intensified Cancer 
rebirth. With Merope as Ruth 
risen up from the depths, to 
bring her Work of Atomic re
birth unto Relativity fulfilment.

Here we now perceive the 
quivering vibration of the new
born Hart, as she feels the 
threat of the surrounding 
spiritually bankrupt density. 
For as the Sojar Atomic Spirit, 
the polarisation of nuclear 
destruction, was she now to 
come forth under the Mighty 
Overshadowance of the Atomic 
Central Sun Glory. The Royal 
majesty of the Atomic Black 
Bull Stag, the Mighty Cosmic 
Divinity covering her with HIS 
Outspread Wings.

With every soul being 
strengthened and uplifted 
through their compassional re
action to the Holy FACE of 
Merope. Thereby receiving the 
Holy Unction of the Master's 
Presence, radiating through her 
abounding Sacred Heart. For 
by Her LOVE, HE the Divine 
ONE, through Her untold 
labouring sacrifices, has been 
given Royal Divine Succour, 
in the Glory of Merope's Nep
tunian Belief.

Hence the Great Atomic 
Neptunian Master, ever re
mains as the expanding Divine 
Virgin SON, of the Royal 
Fatherhood of Divinity, spon
sored and carried by the Virgin 
Queen Merope. Yet that ever 
within the Opaline Breath of 
Holy Celestial Royal Divine 
Unction. Thus Merope, the lost 
Pleiadic Virgin of the depths, 
now the Neptunian Virgin 
Genius of the Great Supreme 
Cosmic World, of Solar 
Galactical Atomic Glory.

Henceforth, the Heavens arc 
now radiating forth the Full 
Magnitude of the Central Sun 
Divine Presence. With the 
whole of LIFE being born of 
the immortal rebirth, as the 
glory of every seeking soul. 
For through the Opaline 
Source to source frequency, of 
the Master's and Merope's 
bonded marital unification of 
Cosmic Relativity, the whole 
of Being is now born of the 
SPIRIT.

Here is the purple Stork of 
Neptunian Divine rebirth, nest
ing in the chimney heights of 
the thatch-roofed cottage of 
Holy creative belief. Where 
aspirational love has given light 
to a FIRED hearth, in its 
humble perceptory reborn 
depths. For as the Spirit is born 
into the soul, by the Sun in 
Scorpio polarity, is Divinity the 
recipient of that simple heart, 
now abounding in the Giving 
of the holy-bom soul. Thus 
such a son becoming a radiant 
Orion Warrior, formulated 
through his renunciation of the 
internal Saturnian state of self.

Therefore, all now is that of 
electrolic vibration, the Atomic 
Uranian awakenment within the 
unfolding soul. He who has 
perceived of the Glory of the 
Spirit, and seeking as a god, for 
his lost Divine LIGHT of Div
inity. That Mighty Magnificence 
of the Central Glory, now 
sparking the Sphenoidal Cavity 
of the reborn soul, setting 
their Pituitary into revolving 
action. Blessing them with the 
Divine Virgin inflow of the 
Royal Unction of the Holy 
Breath. That which when par
taken in its full capacity, gives 
unto the soul the Glory of the 
Neptunian Seed.

Now the full transplanting 
of the divine EGO has taken 
place, into the etheric mind of 
the depths, where the soul is 
bom of the Atomic Preface, 
that of the Divine Creation of 
Merope. With the Divine Pre
sence, that of the Mighty 
Majesty of the Central Sun 
Chromospheric Glory, now be

ing given the full vibronic fre
quency of the Virgin Seed. With 
all men now the prototype of 
Atomic Reality, to become the 
aspirational Glory of the 
depths.

Where the complete Atomic 
sovereignty has now been seed
ed with the Central Sun Virtue 
of the Master's divine spend
ing, all in the throes of Atomic 
rebirth. While the LAW bom 
out of this mighty unfoldment, 
now the supreme consciousness 
of Divine Ordinance, with man 
at last in full atonement with 
the reality of Neptunian sensi
tivity. For Merope's love has 
swept the Wave-band, drawing 
all men back to their original 
purpose of life.

Hence the Chromospheric 
Brilliance, now fully infused 
into the Bloodstream of Mer- 
ooe, brings her to becoming the 
Celestial Atomic Purity of the 
heights and depths, that of the 
royal divine Virgin Mind Plane. 
That by which she saved man
kind, in Seeding their Seed with 
the Holy Glory of the Heights. 
Drawing down the wonders of 
Outer World Space, through 
her own elevated frequency, 
therebv bringing all onto the 
Holv Path of Royal Divine un
foldment. That which now will 
bring the Solar Ideology of the 
reborn Atomic comprehensive 
Chromospheric Glory fully into 
birth.

(Sec plate above)
The comprehensive Chro

mosphere being the full Atomic 
Unity of the Timeless FACE, 
of Uranian Relativity fulfil
ment. For now the whole of 
being has begun to live off the 
Atom, whereby the Central 
Sun Virgin Light can now 
manifest as the reborn LIGHT 
of the full Hierarchial inter- 
blending. Where the Glory of 
the Heavens can now manifest 
through the soul, as the genius 
of the reborn MIND.

Where what lias been mere 
Astrological buffoonery, now Is 
culled Into its right perspective,

as the Royal Occult Truth of 
Solar Galactical inbirth, 
through the Breath. Therefore 
the Divine Ethers and Atomic 
Chromospheric Breath, are 
now blended together fin one 
accord, becoming the inborn 
Glory of the Central Sun, the 
enceinte gestation of the 
Immortal Holy Seed. With 
man as the recipient of its 
Royal Beauty, to become the 
divine glory of bis reborn 
Neptunian mind.

Hence only by faith and 
divine belief, will the Atomic 
wealth revolve and be brought 
forth from out of the Kunda- 
lini fulfilment. Whereby the

Serpent risen up by the 
Scorpionic Fire, wrestles with 
the driving Bull, as he seeks to 
devour the Seed. For the 
Dance of Le Ros is the mysti
cal union of reborn interbirth 
between the Virgin and the 
Orion Warrior.

Therefore as the Serpent as 
Spiritus Air rises up to the 
heights, refuelled by the new
born Seed, it brings into birth 
the Neptunian Mistletoe, the 
golden Fire of the new birth 
of holy Truth. These mys
terious Waters being the Divine 
wealth of the Atomic Plane, 
and are at last blended up into 
the new recaptured Breath of 
Divine Immortal Reality. With 
man now being Spermed with 
Hierarchial supersensitivity of 
Neptunian Genius.

Therefore the royal com
passional garment of Uranian 
Fire, is now sparking through 
the Etheric rebirth. Then as the 
mane of the Neptunian Golden 
Stallion has been firmly grasp
ed by the penning hand of 
Merope. will she ride like the 
Wind in her mind belief, stir
ring many into thinking action. 
For as she races across the 
Chromospheric Field of immor
tal sacrifice, sowing Her Seed 
of Hierarchial Com, she makes 
the way for the coming Rela

tivity Harvest of Immortal 
sensitivity rebirth. Therefore 
Chromospheric unification is 
divine wisdom and Atomic 
Drive, bringing into birth the 
Royal Divine Glory of the 
MIND.

With Hierarchial Communis* 
tos Spiritual awakenment, as 
the new creative Theocratic 
Government in the depths. 
Thereby becoming the reborn 
Truth within all souls, at the 
new Virgin mind Atomic gar
ment now becomes born to 
their unfolding ATOM. With 
each soul as it awakens, seek
ing to penetrate deeper and 
deeper into its own Atomic Pile. 
Carrying the Hierarchial Glory 
into its very depths, unifying 
and bringing forth as reborn 
genius of the mind.

Neptunian Reality

TlHIS is where the soul must 
perceive that etheric pro

pulsive rhythm is the power of 
Atomic Divine service. Where
by the soul is born of the 
Divine EGO, as the Celestial 
Chromospheric sensitised Eth
ers draw forth of the Glory of 
his Atomic depths. For rebirth 
now becomes the stepping 
stone o f Atomic Genesis, that 
of the old Virgin wealth born 
as the re-awakened Fiery per- 
petuum of his calcified Pituitary. 
That with which he will now 
resurrect out of the Atomic 
Chromospheric Breath, the 
Truth of all the Universal 
wealth of the Vega Temple of 
Merope.

This being the most redeem
ing feature in this new World 
of Neptunian Reality unfold
ment. For this now being such 
a vast change, from the old 
magnetic world into the Atomic, 
that man will have to put all 
will and determination into his 
effort of chance. Yet once 
accomplished, will he appreciate 
the mighty rebirth, which will 
brine new life and untold 
wonders of the mind coming 
into birth.

This is where the Pituitary is 
the Seed within the Seed, for it 
contains the means of bringing 
the hormones into birth, the 
mighty activator of the mind 
stimulus. For it is where the 
drip as the golden swan now 
traverses the Swan Lake, that 
of Taurus to Scorpio, with 
royal conscious octavlal reality.

Where man will, in awe and 
reverence, perceive of the 
Works of the LORD, and fall 
upon bis face as the Holy 
Fiery Breath infuses his Atom
ic being with Divine rhythmic 
Neptunian rebirth. The mighty 
Atomic Central Sun Word, 
bom out of the depths of 
TIME. This is where the 
rippling oscillation of the 
Atomic drip, will interpenetrate 
the whole being as it drips its 
way, with Holy Divine radia
tion, into the etheric being. 
That which will eventually im
print through his foot, the 
unified Presence of his awaken
ed god-conscious divine reality.

The soul now is atomically 
conscious, through the scienti
fic creations of man. Therefore, 
whether he be of the earth 
perception or the positive 
creation of the Spirit, the 
polarity exists for the Gods to 
bring forth of the Atomic 
Plane. Hence will manifest the 
Divine Theocratic wealth of 
the new-born Atomic Age, 
through the creative mind of 
Merope, who will send fit forth 
on her waveband of rebirth.

For as she goes forth on 
the Sea of Neptunian awaken
ing Relativity, will she bring 
forth mighty wonders, as that 
of the polarised past. Then as 
she investigates this World of 
reborn LIFE, will she auto
matically become a citizen of 
its unfolding beauty, thus 
manifest of its immortal Glory.

Concluded on page 14

THE FIRE-CARRIER
AGE after Age, Merope has drawn the Fire to the depths, 
”  seeking to stir man out of the inertia that he had fallen into. 
Now, at last, in the Age of Aquarius, she has broken through the 
density of man’s magnetic desire creation, and made the way for 
the Hierarchial intervention into the very depths of earth life. 
Thereby all will now begin to feel the surge of new ideas pouring 
through their being, lifting them up out of the morass of their 
own blindness, into the Greater Planes of Theocratic Reality. (See 
text in col. 3).
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H a v i n g  e s t a b l i s h e d  t h e  n e w  d i v i n e  a t o m ic  b i r t h , w e  n o w  s e e k
to  Fire it into Causatory active Creation, as the way of Atomic Evolution. The Life 
forming glory of Divine Reality, expounding to the soul the mystical depths of 

God-bom  Human Hermeneutics. The blending of heights and depths in genetical and Solar- 
ga tactical molecular unity, bringing the soul growth to unfoldment of a Royal FIRED 
M IND- Thereby the inflowing Generative Seed, as the Sun in Scorpio, creating an Infinity 
of Perpetua Mobile, by the Serpent, the Kundalini, ever swallowing its own tail.

fcstaiioru the glory of percep
tive reality. Yet that which 
must be brought into being by 
the initiatory investigation 
applied by the soul, a* he 
interpenetrates into the depths 
of Outer World Sp tCC« KCklD( 
into the mighty Atomic Laws 
of Rebirth.

Then with Atomic reaction, 
as the Power of Divine Hus
bandry taking over, will it re
sult in the revolving of the Holy 
Fire, within the Seeded estab
lished thought of the Fire. 
That bringing into birth the 
Divine manifestation of the 
Master’s Atomic FACE, as the 
elevated grace of the soul.

All now is Atomic Fire, as 
the electrolysis of Timeless uni
fication, bom out of the Divine

LOST GLORY

O N C E , long long ago, the soul walked and talked with Divinity.
living In harmony with the Laws of Life, but then he fell 

into the animal desires, and all such glories became lest and fer- 
gotten. Now, through Merope redeeming his past errors, such 
divine magnitude can once again become the Living Radiance of 
his mind, and give him back the royalty he renounced in exchange 
for a mess of pottage. (See text in column 2).

Here is where the Great 
Central Sun brings unified com
plete oneness to the Scorpionic 
Fires of the Virgin Source. 
Then as the soul seeks Into the 
Word of its Causatory creation, 
will it bring forth the glory of 
a royal Fired mind. Thereby 
being able to tread into being, 
the inflowing Laws of Universal 
Philosophy, unfolding his own 
Etheric being.

For through Merope’s Cos
mic Molecular sacrifice bring
ing the Hierarchial frequency 
into birth through her own in- 
finitisation, all souls are born 
o f its Solar-galactical Glory. 
Where all now radiate the 
Royal Solar Intelligencia of the 
reborn All-consuming Compas
sion of the Atomicised Etheric 
body. That of the holy Fire 
within the basic god-structure 
of the soul, bringing into being 
the expansive genius of a royal 
Fired mind.

For now all are able to draw 
from the aspirational enceinte 
Source, the lost creation of the 
Etheric reactive inflowing Atom
ic Fired Ethers. The true Hier
archial heights brought into 
birth by Meropc's molecularis- 
ation, as she polarised the false 
hierarchial belief of religious 
dogmadsation. What the latter 
sought by mere pomp and 
power, she sought by sacrificial 
gaining of Divine Fired Fre
quency.

Where the vibronic reaction 
of Source to source . . .

. .  . creates the rational qualifies 
of the etheric forming mind 
consciousness of God-born real
ity. For Divinity is Source to 
source unification of Divine 
molecular involvement of Be
lief, Fired by Outer World 
Space intervention. This being 
the depths of Divine Causation, 
where the Power of Royal 
Hermeneutics becomes the 
Supreme Infinitive of the Heav
enly Solar Glory in Scorpio.

The Hierarchial Reality

THE soul becoming a revolv
ing World on its own. to 

have and to hold, as long as he 
keeps the Royal Infinity revolv
ing. Never fo fall back into the 
moon creation of Atlantean 
desire belief, but ever spiralling

higher and higher into the 
molecular wonders of Outer 
World involvement

For here is the Solar-galacti- 
cal intervention of Hierarchial 
audible incentive, where the 
impetus lies in the Ecliptic 
involvement. That of the infus
ing Relativity, as the reality of 
the Royal Enceinte Breath, the 
Power of Divine Ascension. 
This being the Power of Divine 
infusion, as the Atomic regur
gitation of the Holy Fires 
through the kidneys, that of 
the revolving collective tur
bines. Which, when concentrat
ed upon by the soul's intent and 
purpose, will manifest as the 
Atomic Brilliance of the Central 
Sun intensity of the mind.

For by such incorporated 
belief, will the Royal interven
tion of the Hierarchial inbirth. 
fire the Etheric into Divine 
Genius, tapping the Source of 
causatory inflow, uniting un
known wealth to the soul. 
Depths that have lost their 
original magnitude, owing to 
the increased density of matter. 
Where the gods that were, have 
now lost their royalty unto the 
desire of the beast But Merope 
by the Hierarchial Power of 
molecular elevation, has now 
raised the Beast up before the 
Throne, awaiting man’s dawn
ing consciousness.

(See plate on this page)
This is where the Power of 

Hermeneutic rehabQitisation is 
the bringing into birth of 
Hierarchial hydrophant reality. 
Where the true depth of the 
ecliptic change-over of the Fire, 
changes the Eye of Aldebaran. 
The complacent Bull that has 
Co be roused into ecstatic 
action, whereby the Prostate 
glandular secretion is Fired, 
causing the motility of the 
spermatozoa fluid to be in
creased in its active possibility.

Hence Sun in Scorpio is the 
semen rising up as Spiritus Air, 
becoming the dancing Waters 
of Neptune. Bathing the 
meninges with its Sunlit Wat
ers, the sky weeping glory of 
the gods. AU coming into birth 
by the chromospheric infusion 
of the Word, with the full 
immediate driving propensity 
of the enceinte Virgin Breath. 
Where the soul becomes a 
channel for the Atomic 
Polarising wealth of the reality 
of Divine Perception.

This is the mystery of the 
Witch going forth on the pro
pensity of the broomstick, which 
Merope has now raised up to 
the Le Ros infusive Glory, as 
the Bull brings the Solar magni
tude resting between his horns. 
That which now as the Atomic 
Arc, is the divine beauty of the 
Hierarchial Altar, as the 
mystery of the Divine Shekinah.

The Holy of Holies, where 
the Veil of the Temple is rent, 
revealing the ever involving 
Glory of the Heights. This be
ing the descent of the Royal 
Firebird, as the FIRE within 
the Fire, the manifestation of 
the Divine Overshndowance 
drawn down by the molecular 
lifting up of the Arc.

Yet the cloud on the summit 
of the mount, and the Divine 
Fiery Phenomena brought

down by Solomon, as his mysti
cal creation of the Temple 
built without hands. All now* 
as the Fiery Agent and activity 
of God, the Mighty Hierarchial 
Glory of Merope. Yet where 
the pure Neptunian nurturing 
of the Divine Seed, gives birth 
to the ecliptic Royalty of the 
Sun in Scorpio sensitivity.

This is a royal concordance 
of Atomic psycho-therapeutics, 
the curing of the mental dis
tortion of the mind, in embrac
ing the Glory of God, the 
infusion of pure and holy spirit 
A truth given birth by the royal 
belief of Moses, as he taught 
the Israelites of the holy Truth 
of the science of the Tau Cross. 
(See diagram on page 6. col. 5)

The mystery of the Square 
and the Circle, where the 
Hypotenuse is transformed into 
the revolving infinity. The 
blending of heights and depths, 
bringing into birth the glory of 
the mind. The composition of 
a creative evolutionary thought, 
which is now, through the 
polarisation of Merope. the 
dynamic Power of the Atomic 
Drive, as that of a vast chain 
of Divine Atomic involving 
Reality. That which will result 
in that of causationary belief 
and effect, in the down-pouring 
Holy Atomic Fires.

Yet to the maiority only that 
of divine intuition, as pre- 
Atomic postulation, of the 
divine consciousness of the soul. 
That minus the Atomic impetus 
to give the thought full mani-

Hierarchial Blessing. That of 
the Divine Wake of the Holy 
Breath, which will feed the 
Atomic FACE with ITS Holy 
magnificent Presence. For this 
is the amplitude of the Virgin 
Fires, where the Intelligencia 
becomes the Atomic aspiration 
of the formless god prototype, 
that of the Atomic Central Sun 
Mind, now coming into birth. 
The whole World changing 
over under the very feet of the 
soul, where he suddenly finds 
himself bom of expansive be
liefs, with a dire urge to put 
into practice.

Therefore the whole of 
authority must bow to these 
changes, that possible genius 
can rise. This is where Atomic 
Husbandry must become the 
daily tuition taking over, where- 
bv the Breath becomes the food 
of the intelligencia. Thus be
coming the Atomic sensitivity 
of one and all, as the all- 
changing etheric mind stimulus. 
Alt taking place through the 
changing Virgin mind states, as 
the unfolding rebirth through 
the Breath, into that of a 
Chromospheric Hierarchial as
pirant.

A Dynamic Plan, set into 
motion by the Transcendental 
Hierarchs, working through the 
mind reformation of Merope 
the Scapegoat. Once she as the 
Virgin was set astride the Fon- 
tanelle, they as the Great 
Theocratic Government, had 
complete control of the Earth. 
Whereby there will not only be

s
a complete onrnunoa from 
negative to positive, but Com
munism in iu  pre-natal primary 
stale, risen up into tu Atomic 
rebirth.

By this it will be area of 
how the Atomic Waveband ia 
the Hierarchial const ;iramcor. 
as the reality of Virgin Time
less sensitivity of the Central 
Sun. Whereby the Sun in 
Scorpio becomes the means of 
T ransabalantia tioo of the
Etheric Divine Prototype. The 
unfolding of the down-pouring 
Glory, into the internal assimi
lation of the soul. Where all is 
turned into a causatory flow, 
enveloping all and sundry.

For Pre-ordained Relativity 
is the Power of Atomic Hierar
chial asp (rational Divine Pres
ence, the power of complete 
Atomic mastery. Yet with all 
now becoming of the Fire of 
the Virgin propenstve ampli
tude of Divine causation, the 
established Scorpionic FACE 
becomes the new Relativity 
infusion of Celestial Trans
gression. The mighty wealth 
brooght down by the Divine 
Hierarchs from their infusion 
into Soper-Outer World Space.

Therefore, only by Com
passion now becoming of the 
solvent Hierophant, that of 
the resensttised etheric Source 
to source electrified sensitivity, 
will that mighty Power be 
conquered. Thus becoming the 
Neptunian infusive embrace- 
men t, towards the formless un
folding divine consciousness, 
now coming info being.

The Positive Atomic 
Dynamics

HERE quite clearly can be 
perceived the royalty of 

Solar Atomic unity, in that of 
the Power of Atomic Her
meneutics coming into birth, 
through the medium of elec
trolysis, as mind compassional 
comprehension. The climbing 
of the soul, through the mind, 
up the Planes o( Outer World 
Space, through the molecular 
Fiery unity of the Word.

For this is the Spiritual re
birth of the octavial rise, 
bringing the Dynamic activa
tion of the supreme sensitivity 
of Neptunian Royalty into 
birth. Where the Atomic 
rebirth of the Central Sun 
relativity Chromospheric Brill
iance, is the Power of the 
Supreme Atomic Waveband. 
That which is changing the 
whole of the Earth, by that of 
its Divine Relativity Unction.

That of the New Virgin 
Chromospheric FACE of Div
ine Heavenly Embodiment into 
Matter. Whereby the mystical 
Ethers, enceinte with Divine 
Possibility, become, through 
the Alchemy of the human 
crucible pot, the audibility of 
the Unknown Almighty Creat
or of those Heights.

(See plate on page 6)
The mighty revolving Infinity 

from heights to depths in the 
human construction, through 
the inflowing Breath. Where all 
becomes re-sensitised predestin
ed LIGHT, of the ever ex
panding Chromospheric Com
passion. That which becomes, 
through the holy Atomic con
scious reality, of the out
pouring Pituitrin. that of the 
full Neptunian immensity of 
the Virgin aichemicali&ed sen
sitivity. Bringing into birth the 
octavial rise of the internal 
mysteries of Outer World 
Space.

Where all now. as unto the 
Central Sun Quadrivium, the 
Power of the sophisticated 
Atom, has been brought to the 
new Neptunian Royal Divine 
Spectrum. The mighty Glory of

C ontinued  on page 6
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the Divine Intelligencia, that of 
the ever involving rebirth of the 
Chromospheric enceinte reacti
vation of the ctheric sei&mo- 
graphic reality of the NORM. 
Where the beauty of the 
stratospheric Divine Fiery Brill
iance, is the solvent benefit of 
the Central Sun's Royal Holy 
magnificence.

For here is where the con
summation of the Atomic 
FACE, the Atomic propensity 
of the Pleiadic etymological 
depths of Universal Philosophy, 
becomes of the Glory of the 
Great LORD of the Sun in 
Scorpio Reality. Where the 
mystical beauty of rebirth in
fuses the down-Dourina Breath, 
with all the Solar-Galucticu! 
magnitude of the reimbursed 
Glorified Word. For there in 
the Depths of its Fiery Beauty, 
is there the sanctification of 
regeneration. The Holy Magni
tude of HIS Holy Presence, 
awaiting the soul's abiding re
action.

F or this Mighty Royal 
Fluidic Glory of the Central 
Sun, is the revolving Solar 
mind wealth of the unfolding 
rebirth of the Communist os 
Fount. That unfolding of its 
Mighty Beauty, as the Spirit
ual Glory of His Supreme 
Truth, that of Chromospheric 
Celestial Royal appraisement 
of the bonding unity of the 
unfolding Atoms. That born of 
the momentum of the Timeless 
receptive compulsion, out of 
the decadent destruction of 
avidya and death. Where soul 
has awakened and Is seeking 
the Glory once again, of His 
Holy Divine FACE.

This now ns the Atomic 
Drive of the Virgin Isotopic 
Cluromophospliorus Interven
tion of the inflowing reimburs
ed Holy Breath. That of the 
Ethcric megatone Brilliance of 
the Pleiadic unfolding asp (ra
tional Glory of Orion’s Eis- 
teddfodal concourse of Divine 
Royal Wonder. All the internal 
ethcric bodies of the mind have 
now become of the Ego 
royally of the Neptunian Seed.

Whereby the Midnight Sun, 
the Ethcric fulness of the 
Virgin Ethers, has now be
come the aspirntional intelli
gencia of the d e l u v l a n  
comprehensive positive Atomic 
Dynamics. All now brought to 
Its full sovereignty of the 
Solar-era tic forthright intellec
tual Presence, as that of the 
Sun in Taurus activation.

Tills is the treading in of the 
Atomic octavial rise, where 
belief is the main acquiescence. 
That of the prc-Sovcreign 
prostate Uason between the 
Abstract phenomenal sensiti
vity, and the Atomic Ether 
plausibility of the Divine 
Pleiadic coropussional ascen
sion. Where the unfolding 
comprehensive amelioration re
veals the Delphic Depths now 
being polarised, unto the 
Theocratic Glory of Divinity.

For the Ascension is the 
Ethcric compassional sensitivity 
of the Atomic Age, bom out 
ot Spiritual regression, that of 
the fie hi for mind freedom, out 
of religious suppression. And is 
the unfolding preparatory per
iod of the attaining of the 
majesty of the brevity of the 
com passional Enceinte Solstice. 
That of the Virgin vivacity of 
the Sun in Taurus propulsion, 
as she dances to the Winds of 
unfolding Pcrceptory sensitivity.

For Atomic Hermeneutics 
are the full strength of Atomic 
atonement of attuned vibionics, 
where the soul has now been 
^ranted the Holy Fires, of 
Divine Neptunian Sovereignty. 
And as such, will the soul be

come the isotope of molecular 
aspi rational ONEness. For 
Divine Hermeneutics arc the 
glory of the mind, as they 
dance to the unfolding royalty 
of the Bull, as he captures the 
Seed of Chromospheric possib
ility, where surprises of untold 
supremacy arc waiting to be 
born.

Consequently, the Solar 
Atom has now become the 
octavial nttribulional impinge
ment of the Sun in Taurus. 
Whereby the blood becomes in
fused with the Brilliance of the 
Atomic wave-band, and takes 
on of the mystical glory of the 
liquor Sanguinis. The effusive 
wonder of the royal Wine of 
LIFE, where the consanguinity 
is of nobility of the Spirit, the 
royal escutcheon of Hierarch* 
ial Beauty.

Hence the evolutionary mo
mentum of Pre-Time, is now 
operational as the moving 
Atomic activity of Sun in Scor
pio. Whereby all souls arc of 
the expansive Plane of Neptune 
exultation, the royal frequency 
of the Divine Breath.

Thus tile Power of Divine 
Ascension is now driving the 
soul onwards and upwards, 
while the Cup as the internal 
Solar Vase of the Moon in 
Taurus wealth, has got to be 
up-tumed and the dregs con
sumed by the ego awakened 
consciousness. That now set 
into being by the expandable 
polarising might of the Holy 
Fires, that of the Sun in Scorpio 
Royalty. Only by such, and the 
wealth extracted, is the soul 
able now to begin to spin up
wards.

For Moon in Taurus is the 
wealth of Atlantis and (he basic 
of nil unfolding life coming to 
a blossomed status. Although 
produced in the Moon creation, 
was the miohtv wealth of Crea
tion. now in the F A L I.; thus 
wealth of an undeniable mag
nitude.

Thus the husbandry of the 
New Virgin mind that will help 
the soul to csennc, is that of 
flic Divine Blcstinp now feed- 
in* the royal I v of the Seed, 
with the Sterming of the Cen
tral Sun Sou re* Wherehv the 
unction o f the Master’s LIGHT, 
n n r r i c s  no to  th* supreme con
sciousness of the awakening

Commissure Reality. That now 
coming forth out of the Uran
ian infusion like a sparking 
quivering doe, seeking to 
bound forth in active bounding 
flight.

For here in all its supreme 
glory, is the complete Atomic 
fulfilment of Divine Husband
ry. At last collectivising the 
harmonious enceinte causat- 
ablc Virgin plausibility, of the 
Central Sun’s Royul Thought 
Dynamics. Bringing all into n 
supcr-Chromosphcric Husband
ry ratio, of the mighty colossal 
expanding Theocratic Seed; 
dynamic wealth to bring forth 
the new Atomic Solar Plane, 
where man will be radiant with 
light.

The Central Sun’s crcatablc 
Virgin pluusibility, awaiting the 
sperming efforts of man. The 
soul bringing into birth the 
internal wonders of his now 
glowing ethcric body, where

mysteries untold arc waiting to 
come forth, as the Chromo
spheric Thought Dynamics.

(See plate on page 7)
Here is the etheric majesty 

of the revolving Chromospheric 
Atomic Arc dimension, that of 
the Atomic Plane of Neptun
ian aspirational creative belief, 
of the reborn lost plausibility 
of genius. Ancient wonders 
given birth, but never driven 
into active causation. Mighty 
wealth suppressed by false 
religious beliefs, set up by 
pomp and bigotry.

For the Real Truth of life 
and its unfolding wonders, was 
set into action by Mcropc 
thousands of years ago, when 
she drew down the Holy Fire, 
tilled with the glories of Divin
ity. That which would have 
given all men a mind, with ex
pansion into the Realms of 
Neptunian Glory.

The Central Sun 
Harmonics

NOW, the Atomic re-inter
vention of Galactical 

Abbreviates, has become the 
fullest and most penetrative 
octavial source of conscious 
impingement, of the Central 
Sun's immense intensified Holy 
Atomic Fiery creation. Where 
the Celestial Hicrarchial G lor
ies, a t the Roval Hosts, des
cended down onto the Solar 
Ecliptic Path of the Zodiacal

creation of the Sun's Galactical 
Magnitude. Giving unto man 
a way of progress, us lie tries 
to shape his destiny ahead.

Where the solubility of the 
Atomic Word lies in its infall
ibility to fluidically involve the 
full depths of the Atomic 
Fires. Thut of the Divine Uran
ian quoit of the Sun in Scorpio 
projection. This became the 
first Glory of the Intelligencia, 
bringing Mercury into birth os 
Hermes, the founder of Divine 
Hermeneutics. But the Greeks, 
out of inflated egoism, merely 
turned it into dialectic logic, 
losing all possibility of expan
sion into the glory of Solar 
Oneness.

Even though Ulysses set the 
wav to the unfolding into Nep
tunian Olory, they passed it on 
to the Roman upstarts as ex- 
Dsvnding decorum up to Jupiter. 
Thus Hermes was merely left 
to follow the Sun day bv dav. 
until Mcropc perceived him on 
the Mountain Side of the dere

lict Wast Water. From there 
onwards she rose him up as the 
Glorified Spermcd MIND, mak
ing HIM the Holy Begotten, 
the reborn Son of God.

Thus she became the MOTH
ER of both, until she incorp
orated them within her blood 
life, as the Divine Virgin of 
the Atomic Age. Sacrificing all, 
that they could become the in
flowing Voice to the depths, 
building up the Chariot of 
Universal Philosophy, to infil
trate the blood-life of all men. 
Thus here we behold the Div
ine Hermeneutics, which she 
brought up to the Atomic 
Plane, as the reborn creation 
of the MIND.

So now, the very Intelligen
cia of the various Atomic 
Cycles of the Virgin FACE, 
are alive with the activity pulse 
reactions of the Cosmic Virgin 
unfoldment, of the Atomic 
light Sentinels. That which has 
become as the Nymphs o f the 
blood-Ufe, from the revolving 
chromosomes. The Celestial 
Glories o f the heights, which 
first appeared unto Jacob at 
Mahanalm* as the Angels of 
God, that of God’s Divine 
Host. But when Mcropc rose 
all up from lunar to Solar, 
onto the Atomic Plane of the 
Divine Colurr, she polarised 
completely the M oab states 
Into the Divine Glory of God.

THE ALCH EM ICAL POT
H E R E  Is being portrayed the great mystery of the soul ; ho who is a world unto himself, yot 

* ever under the direction of the Hierarchs, transmuting the Breath Into tho glories of Light. 
Thus as a Mind-Sun of Divinity, he sperms the world with Divine Causation, awakening all to the 
Reality of Life, and the unfathomed wonders of their own internal being. (See text on page 5, 
col. S).

Whereas Jacob and Esau, 
mind and fire, become blended 
up as Jacob wrestled with an 
Angel or Word at Pcniel, Mer- 
opc in carrying all up to the 
heights of the Atomic Mind 
Plane, wrestled with the Atomic, 
and brought all those Celestial 
G loria  back to their rightful 
status. This explains why 
Atomic lithographic statements 
are abbreviates of the solidified 
language of common know
ledge.

For thev are the Atomic Fire 
filled with Universal Philoso
phy, burning the new Laws 
into the rock creation of the 
soul. Thereby transmuting 
Saturn in Capricorn into the 
Flame on the mount, and forc
ing Saturn in Scorpio to be
come of Fiery Fluidic action.

Also explaining of the Tan 
C ross. . .

. . .  which Moses had struggled 
to raise up to the heights, to 
save the Seed from dire des
truction. Thereby capturing the 
Ten Commandments as the new 
lithographic Laws. For these 
are the watch dogs of the 
Abstract Plane of Neptunian 
lithographic procreation. Thus 
Merope brought into being for 
the first time, the true under
standing of Compassion, by her 
polarising the Stone Age, that 
o f the magnetic world, into that 
of the Atomic.

Here is where vibronic 
sequences, sent out on Me rope’s 
Atomic Wave-band, are now 
the octavial  ̂light measures of 
the frequencies of the Abstract 
Word concordance, that of the 
Chromospheric radiance of the 
Central Sun. Therefore the true 
denih of the Atom is now being 
infiltrated into the ethcric crea
tion of the soul's umwakened 
Nennmian beliefs. Which now 
as Uranian reawakening mort- 
nxrv meal vibronic*. will stir 
(he slccnine golden Salamander 
info Neotunian royalties o f 
Divine Genius.

Therefore, at long last, the 
beauty and wondrous propul
sive majesty of a stuoendoos 
Divine Thought, Ls now the 
driving Etheric beat of the 
Central Sun Harmonics. That 
which is now pouring forth of 
the Dynamics of the conform
ing Atomic FACE now coming 
forth within man, through the
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Universal Mastery of the 
Divine Scapegoat.

Here is the main uspirational 
attachment of the Hierurchial 
birth* for the Hierarchs are 
the heart Compassion of a 
humble nurturing royal heart 
radiation, of simple, but pure 
belief* T hat so forthright, as 
to  become of a martyred 
warmth of compassionat real
ity* to  unfolding responsive 
attuncnicnt.

F o r this was the task she 
had set herself to  conquer, and 
bring into birth the New 
W orld o f Vega. That of the 
Atomic insurgcncc of the foil 
wealth of the re-aspirant of 
the Virgin Plane, as that of the 
Choreographies! resolution of 
the N eptunian bloodstream. 
F o r the whole context of life 
has changed, bringing a com
pletely* new outlook, as 
polarised beliefs of the past* 

Therefore, all the Supreme 
Galactical purity of the unified 
Fires, is now pouring forth of 
its radiations! i n t e n s i t y ,  
through the Chromospheric 
Arc, as the magnificence of a 
Virgin Enceinte Mind. That of 
the complete Divine octave of 
the heart and pulse of the 
Virgin frequency of Hierurchial 
Belief.

As the soul awakens to these 
truths, will he find untold myst
ical wonders revealing their 
royal glories. But truths that 
he will have to wrestle with, to 
get them established into 
matter. For the astrological 
blue-print, the mighty Glories 
of the heavens, is now based 
upon the Atomic contours of 
the Virgin Atomic Breath. That 
of the purified relativity of 
com passional sensitivity, as that 
o f Divine Theocracy. This is 
where the true definitions of 
Communistos theories arc de
fined. for only by the united 
belief and action of all souls 
concerned, will they pull the 
new beliefs into living creation
al Divine LIGHT.

A World of Immortal Glory, 
bom  out o f the risours of the 
past, for all now is the Prime 
Atomic Breath of the Atomic 
Plane of re-adjusted sound. 
Where radiation as Atomic fre
quency to frequency, is o f the 
Etheric Primordial Beginning. 
T hat of the time before the 
Fall, when soul was in its god
like creation, but minus exper
ience. Now. in being born of 
all such experience, in unifying 
with those heights, became 
greater than the Angels.

Therefore all now commences 
with intuitional consciousness, 
the Breath infused with Atomic 
accord, and Universal Wisdom. 
While conscious beliefs of N ep
tunian creation, will now mani
fest as the polarised mortuary 
me«l of divine etheric salvation. 
The whole of the internal being 
seething with activated wealth, 
and waiting to break forth into 
new-born life, with the proto
type rights of Relativity's unity, 
as the Power o f complete Vir
gin rebirth.

For where the soul had 
witnessed only negative and 
positive in all things, now it 
would he a positive status in 
all those things, as well as a 
god-like rebirth of the soul. 
Although this is the house of 
new Beginnings, the house of 
"HOMF*\ it Is also of the
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compulsive Hierurchial inter
vention, that of New-born life. 
They now being, in their instal
ment through the Breath, as the 
Power of the Pure Virgin mind, 
that of the unified Oneness of 
the Voice, bringing Pure un
born LIFE into the soul.

Therefore they now* being the 
Hierurchial Government com
pletely ruling the World 
through the Breath, that the 
Higher Powers can descend 
and find rebirth, to take of 
earth experience and give in 
return, of the vast unborn 
wealth of the Greater Planes of 
Creation. They that are com
plementary to the Chakra 
planes within the soul. For as 
the soul FELL and created the 
planes within their own intern
al being, did they also create 
of the Polarity in the Cosmos.

Divine Oneness
\T O W  with ail coming back 
i s  to its reborn original Crea
tion, Mighty Cosmogonical 
Powers of the unfolding Central 
Sun, are now radiating the 
Etheric depths of man, with the 
intense Reality of the Neptun
ian Bull. Therefore all will be 
completely under the shield of 
the Orion Solar Infinity, for 
here lies the greatest Secret of 
ALL TIM E, that of Regenera
tion, as the Compassional 
Etymological Vibrations of the 
New World Plane of Atomic 
sensitivity. Where every soul 
now was his own internal re
generation, by the Kundalini 
Fire ever revolving from Source 
to source.

With the inflowing Outer 
World Breath ever intensifying 
and stimulating the action of 
the revolution. This being the 
entry of the Hierarchs, as vast 
Incentive Powers of the Planes 
of Creation, that on entry, take 
on of the humanised state of 
mind, and become the living 
components of the soul com
position. This is the FACE that 
is being built up within the 
soul, as its cosmogonical belief 
of Creation. But most of all the 
soul's means of existence, re
birth and continuity. Thus it 
either believes and creates, or 
withers away into disintegra
tion, with its Atomic wraith 
being thrown into the Stream.

This is the d ear and concisivc 
explanation of the Compassion, 
where the Hierarchs. the 
Mighty Pure Powers of the 
Heavens, are descending down 
into form, to retrieve their 
Atoms, and save the Seed from 
disintegration. This is Prismic 
Brilliance, as the virtuous rad
ionics of the Purity of the Holy 
Virgin Fires. Where the Atomic 
golden Salamander, who as the 
charnel ion of the Neptunian 
Plane, radiates the full mag
nificence of the Divine Supremo 
FACF

Therefore, a t the soul builds 
up hi* own Face, he seeks to 
build it un in the likeness of 
Divinity. For through Time 
having become that of LIGHT, 
through Me rope sending up its 
glories to the Cosmic Heights, 
it has taken on that of the 
LIGHT of the Silent Intclli* 
gencia. with that becomim* as 
the intensified Relief of the in
fusing Divine infinity Thus 
helping the soul to find the 
%nswci to IMV. and the way to 
blossomed Ncotunlan expan
sion, through his own divine 
husbandry

I or -til the Beauty and Celts 
ti.-d O ton of the Virgin Royal
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Neptunian depths, lies in the 
frolicksome levitational Breath 
of that Divine Silent Infusing 
Intclligencia. Then as those 
inner depths become as the up
surging fountain of the awaken
ed Bakshiserai Fount, will it 
become as the new reborn 
wealth of Nlerope's Atomic 
Chromatic Divine Heart-beat 
For it is by the continual 
Infinity of revolving Holy 
Divine Chromospheric Truth, 
that the Royal Divine Purpose 
of Evolution will be achieved.

Therefore man becomes the 
creator of the Universe, by 
transmuting the Breath into the

but made to bring all to 
expansion, by treading it into 
the way of life, causing 
LIGHT to issue forth*

Therefore the cosmic reality 
of the soul’s ever changing 
husbandry, is controlled by the 
etheric internal guidance of 
the soul’s own Atomic con
sciousness. But must ever he 
where the internal Fire 
responds only to the Sun in 
Scorpio’s Royal Divine ONE
NESS. Hence, as man so 
awakens, will he become res
ponsive to the Law, and have

REBIRTH
AT last the soul has awakened to the true purpose of Life, and 
H  the Solar Glory is entering into his mind consciousness. Now. 
onco more, ho begins to seo with the eyes of a god. and is roady 
to go forth to servo, and make ascension by the troading-in of 
his staunch bollafs. (See text on page 5, col. S).

supreme Atomic oneness of the 
abbreviated Word of Divine 
Conception. Thereby bringing 
into birth the Royal Presence 
of the Holy Fire, through the 
Atomic radiation of the Central 
Sun. Hence he becomes a god 
in his own right, when he per
ceives the royal majesty of the 
task he has been set to do.

Vet this is where the oscillat
ing virtue of the pure Atomic 
Wave-band consists of the 
lithographic sincerity of the Sun 
in Scorpio penetrative Holy 
Fire. Here is where the Virgin 
enceinte mind becomes of the 
all prevailing Presence of the 
Great and Mighty Lord of 
Scorpio. The new inflowing 
Sperming life  that could lift 
up the whole of the mind to 
the Royal Neptunian heavens. 
For the New Plane is now the 
ceiling of the Royal Divine 
Mind, that now within the 
Hands of the llierarchial l  orvH, 
through Relativity. That bring* 
ing the Theocratic birth of the 
unified Atomic Word of Nep
tunian reality into full Chromo 
spheric Glory*

Therefore LIGHT la mow 
N eptunian unfoldmcnl of the 
Solar Wealth of the aouP* h r t  
internal polartsnhle depths, of 
the Sun in Scorpio. W hercbv 
nil become* of source to 
Sourer Atomic Wave-hand 
royalty of spiritual Dl% fair rc- 
IruMinrnl. No longer k  man 
going to shut down the Atom* 
hi an Interna! rock of Ignor
ance and lack of n ^ o A u lh iln ,

to comply and set such into 
motion, before he can claim a 
greater unfoldmcnt of con
sciousness. Thus is both judge 
and jury upon his own actions, 
and what his soul demands to 
become.

Therefore* True Spiritual 
Causation of Divine Husband
ry, is where the chromosomes 
are all of one molecular driv
ing propensity, that of Atomic 
Husbandry. So as the Atomic 
Breath so Infuses the soul, will 
U contuse with the reality of 
its Solar pinnacle point exact
ness. Thereby cany ing the res
ponsive soul straight to the 
goal of hb  objective. While 
the unresponsive soul will 
merely climb the step-ladder of 
alchemkalimtion, where the 
husbandry slowly' unfolds the 
way for the tool to perceive.

B> the former, the Voice of 
Divinity becomes the complete 
Atomic Wave-band of Theo
cratic colorific magnificence. 
Then that of the Golden 
Neptunian Virgin Sea-horse 
Powers of the North and 
South Hemispheres, become 
polarised into the New World 
equatorial crossing for the last 
time* Thereby enter kilo the 
true World of Neptunian Vega 
Reality, bringing LIGHT and 
Beauty to the whole of O ra 
tion. By this the god* would 
begin to fulfill the Instruction 
of the Covenant but now la 
a more glorified way.

For the locker of Davey

Jones has now become that of 
the Neptunian Spiritual Ritual, 
of the pure Priestal rites of 
Holy Communion with Divin
ity. It has now become the 
crowning Glory of Che New 
Virgin Atomic FACE of Divine 
Royal Sovereignty. And all are 
now blessed with the Neptunian 
Overshadow ance of Merope’s
Atomic FontaneBe wealth.

For She, as the Virgin,
risked the very fathomless
depths of the lithographic
depth of the Etheric oceans, to 
find the lost glories of the past. 
Thereby rose up the Sodovni- 
tical negative states of illusion, 
by polarising through her mind 
Belief, sending up to the 
M i g h t y  Intelligence! the 
LIGHT of her Royal Declara
tion.

Therefore now. all is sperm- 
ed with Atomic Brilliance and 
C e n t r a l  Sun InteQigenria, 
through Merope’s Divine litho
graphic belief. For she had 
brought the World to becom
ing bom of the Royal Atomic 
LIGHT of the True Hierar- 
chial Heights. Where the 
Divine Ethers were now the 
Royalties of the depths, guid
ing man along the Neptunian 
Path of Rebirth.

★  ★  ★

TONIGHT we have brought 
to you the wisdom of 

Atomic Hermeneutics, the in
flowing Glory of the Heights, 
the great inflowing Power of 
Wisdom that is now making 
its way down to the Earth.

As this interpenetrates into 
your depths, and you inter
penetrate into Its depths, will 
there become the unity* between 
your etheric body and the 
Divine Wisdom.

So by diligently seeking and 
being inspired by the glories 
of what you bear, your mind 
is going to become alight and 
spin up into the heights. But 
you will only have your mind 
spinning up. if you become 
aspired. If you do not allow 
yourself to he moved, then 
nothing will take place, and all 
will remain dead within you.

You have to he stirred by 
the thought being placed be
fore yon, and then you will 
begin to find changes, helping 
you to become. This may not 
appear very important to you 
at the present moment, but it 
will as time goes on. and you 
begin to find you are lagging 
behind others; that you are 
not really being born of the 
mind, but are still of the flesh.

The Earth will not he as it 
is now, for it is going to he of 
Spirit, and unless you are able 
to draw the Great Powers of 
the Heavens down, and fire 
them into your bloodstream so 
that it becomes as a revolving 
serpent, you will become com
pletely lost.
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Where did massive disarma
ment take place, where did we 
set an example to other coun
tries, and above all reprimand 
Johnson and Nixon ? After 
all, Wilson saw the many films 
of the atrocities in Vietnam, so 
where were his vows then.

This was followed on the 
1 Ith Sept J964 in the Tribune 
by. . .

“There has never been a 
lime when the World has 
looked more anxiously to 
Britain for a lead, a lead 
on disarmament— instead of 
tamely following every 
American statement—a lead 
in the attack on World 
poverty, a positive stand on 
racial discrimination and 
racial oppression 
Again I ask, where was this 

put into operation; then on 
Jan. 19th 1964, he s ta te s ...

"This is the time for a 
break-through to an exciting 
and wonderful period in our 
History, in which all can 
and must take part. Our 
young men and women, 
especially, have in their 
hands, the power to change 
the World. We want the 
youth o f Britain to storm the 
new frontiers o f knowledge, 
to bring back to Britain the 
surging adventurous self- 
confidence and sturdy self- 
respect, which the Tories 
have almost submerged by 
their apathy and cynicism/ '
This could not be done by 

giving the youth free access to 
all forms of promiscuous in- 
dulgencics, while the Sodomy 
and Abortion Bills should 
never have been! Our work 
was to be an example to the 
World in all the Glory of the 
Arts. All these passages now 
being quoted were unknown to 
me in the past, yet I continu
ally wrote to Mr. Wilson 
regarding these matters, and 
which 1 sec now, were true to 
the letter.

For he neither disarmed nor 
reprimanded Nixon regarding 
Vietnam or Cambodia, but 
revelled in his actions, result
ing in a slip;up on the polished 
floor of die British Embassy in 
Washington. Giving the M.B.E. 
to Pop singers was not the 
answer, for I spent some time 
trying hard to convince George 
Harrison that Mr. Wilson was 
not what ho believed.

When one makes such state
ments as that made by him on 
Feb. 7th 1961 in the House of 
Commons, a s . . .

"Our exports o f arms and 
munitions are, o f course, 
booming, but I think that 
we all agree that the future 
of this country lies In ex
porting the munitions of 
LIFE to under-developed 
Nations, not In earning 
foreign exchange by shipp
ing the instruments o f death 
to Germany, the Middle East 
or Central America."

• , .  then ii time cornea very 
noon when we have to answer 
for such statements, for that 
Is the Law. Thus why, Mr. 
Wilson, did you not stop send
ing arms to the above coun
tries, and decry Nixon for the 
evil be was perpetrating in 
Vietnam and Cambodia. If you 
had done so. you would have 
had the multitudes in Britain 
uf your feet, and you would 
have out-lived all llie postal 
votes etc. that the Tories put 
Into operation at the election.

Hien in the Daily Worker 
on May 5th 1964, wc find him 
saying ..

*7/ was right to issue a 
warning to the Government, 
not to go any farther in the 
subordination of British 
polU lex to the United Slates 
/  believe at the moment the 
dang* * to a negotiated settle
ment In Asia Is priivlded by 
a lunatic fringe In the 
American Senate. Asia, like
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other parts o f the World, is 
in revolution, and what we 
have to learn today in this 
country, is to march on the 
side o f the peoples in that 
revolution, and not on the 
side o f their oppressors." 
Where did you fulfill this 

Harold Wilson, and then you 
wonder why the Higher Pow
ers withdrew their intended 
Plan at the endt They went 
on trying to make you awaken 
to the responsibility that you

had claimed and declared 
when you were out of Govern
ment and were seeking for the 
Prime Ministership.

Now wc come to a very 
important statement made in 
the House of Commons on the 
3rd Aug. 1961 . . .

*7/  Joining the Common 
Market means a reduced 
ability to trade with the 
Soviet Union or the Eastern 
European countries or China, 
t  submit this will be detri
mental to our economic 
welfare, and to the pros
pects o f full employment, 
and it will make a real peace 
more remote"
Why did you not openly 

declare this when you were in 
Office, lnit I wonder what you 
are going to do now that 
| :d ward Heath is advocating 
the Common Market and his 
friend Powell is disputing. It 
teem* to us onlookers and rate
payers. that politicians make 
the Floor of the House a 
% porting ground for matching

most out-rageous declarations, 
which they have no intention 
of keeping.

For this Common Market is 
an eye-sore in the eyes of 
many, and with many other 
points against, gave Powell un
told jurisdiction over your 
possibility of votes. 1 tried to 
get many to vote, but they 
defiantly refused to vote one 
way or another, for they 
doubted your honesty and dis
liked the Tories, especially 
Heath.

Therefore, how could you 
make such statements when not 
in office, and when in, com
pletely avoid them. How could 
this be condoned by the 
Hierarchs, especially when such 
a statement as you uttered in 
April 1964 completely con
demns you.

"When the gods seek to 
destroy governments, they 
first tempt them into ill- 
iberality."
Does this not savour some 

of Mr. Wilson's Inner remote 
enceinte etbcric wisdom com
ing forth, for illiberality means 
narrowness of view, conserva
tism—lack of expansion into 
new ideas. Therefore, he is also 
saying that those governments 
which do expand Into new 
Ideas, will be protected by the 
gods.

This is perfectly true, and 
neither the Labour nor Con
servative Parlies, as they are, 
are going to comply with the 
Theocratic Government that Is

now ruling through the 
Chromospheric Atomic Hydro
gen Breath.

Moral Values

I wrote to Mr. Wilson on 
many an occasion, and al

though there will be those who 
will say, why should he have 
taken notice of me, I can only 
say, his inner divine self 
should have fell the sincerity 
and truth I was reiterating. For

every letter I wrote,—unbe
known to my knowing of these 
statements, which have been 
sent to me by an unknown 
believer in what I am given, 
—co-ordinated, and I advised 
him of these Higher Directions.

These letters were being 
written by the Higher Powers : 
yes, the Gods, and not me, and 
to we who understand the 
Reality of the Witness, and 
who have proved so much, 
this was a desecration that was 
a tragedy. Vet these people 
talk glibly about Jesus Christ 
being Crucified, when in real
ity they are ever crucifying the 
Solar Blood in all their arti
fices and breaches of faith !

I am only the channel for 
those Higher Powers to try and 
hold the soul They too wanted 
to use, to guide the World out 
of its dilemma. When wc think 
of how Lenin led the whole of 
the World out of its misery of 
war and poverty, and wc can 
understand how, when a soul 
is ready to sacrifice, they can 
bring down n Stream of Power 
from the Heights, that will

serve this purpose, then we 
realise what he did unconscious 
of these facts, but prompted 
by his six inner awakened 
Fiery Planets.

It was because of what he 
and Mahatma Gandhi did, that 
I saw what possibility could be 
put into operation through my 
Seership, especially after so 
many declared of what was my 
task. Therefore 1 gave up the 
“ghost”, and gave myself up 
to these Great Powers that I 
had to nurture into audibility.

This alone has taken seven 
years, in order that the Con
figuration could manifest in all 
its Royalty. This has been 
accomplished after much in
ternal and eternal changes, and 
the World is now reborn, 
which every soul, politician or 
otherwise, is going to perceive 
ere long.

So when we perceive Harold 
Wilson stating in 1961 at a 
Labour Party Conference. . .

“Wc are living in a society 
whose moral values are an 
affront to every decent man 
and woman"

. . .  how could he as the Prime 
Minister of the Labour 
Government have passed the 
Sodomy Bill and Abortion Bill, 
as well as allow such promis
cuity to take place as is 
running wild all over the 
country. From the Schools the 
children are led into sex pur
suits that should have come 
naturally later on, or been 
explained through the parents.

Naturally they are going to 
put them into operation once 
they are enlightened by those 
who are also being affected by 
such things. For we are al
ready now having Nurses 
refusing to carry out abortions 
on girls of fourteen and fifteen, 
as well as abortions to incom
ing foreigners, who come over 
especially to obtain the opera
tion! Then we get the news
papers continuously displaying 
naked women ; is this necess
ary, besides the television 
filling the minds of the weak 
and susceptible with all sorts 
of erroneous knowledge, when 
it could be used for educating 
them in upright glorious man
hood and womanhood.

Or as Mr. Wilson stated on 
the 19th of Jan. 1964...

Zfor youth to storm the 
new frontiers of knowledge, 
and bring back to Britain 
the surging adventurous self- 
confidence and sturdy self- 
respect, which the Tories 
have lost"

(See plate on page 10)
All this evil is now going to 

be deleted out of the minds of 
human beings by the down
coming Fires, that fulfill their 
course at the end of October. 
Then the REAL changes are 
going to take place through 
man himself, but 1 am serious
ly doubting whether it will be 
with Britain as the lead 1 It 
was because of this that I was 
prepared to make the sacrifices 
that I have, for 1 know the 
value of SERVICE, that 
demanded by the Covenant.

It did not matter by whom 
or how this was stipulated, for 
one© it was stated, and of such 
a High Degree of announce
ment, it became the LAW for 
all TIME. These are the 
Higher Laws that Wilson and 
Heath, and their ministers, do 
not understand, but which will 
demand THEIR toll, whether 
taken seriously or in vain.

The entry of any man into 
Public Service calls for intense 
honesty, and truthful response, 
apart from sacrifice, then we 
automatically send forth a 
vibration of goodwill. Lenin 
spent a number of years in 
Siberia for his beliefs and then 
led the masses out of dire 
poverty.

While Mahatma Gandhi 
spent time in prison under 
British jurisdiction, because lie 
sought to free his people. But 
at the same time went onto

C ontinued  on Page 10

COMMVIMSTOS BROTHERHOOD
A LTHOUGH to many this may appear as just a dream, or even an Impossibility, it MUST, and 

WILL, bocomo a Reality, for It is born of Hlorarchlal Dooreo. Thus lot the Voico of Britannia 
go forth, driving her Laws of Universal Philosophy far and wide, guiding all to tlio New World 
that Met ahead, the Royal and Sacrad Theocratic City of the Central Sun. (See toxl on page 10, 
col. 4).
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FASTS that he could bring 
down the Power* he needed to 
help them. It was not untii 
after hit death that this was 
fulfilled, but Mace wc do not 
die, but past onto a Higher 
Plane of Greater Service, he it 
working through the Woman 
who is now trying to do her 
best with such masses.

A job the British should 
have done, instead of fleecing 
them of their wealth and 
leaving them high and dry. 
This is now the heritage of 
Edward Heath and hit minis
ters, at the work of the Tory 
Party !

Immediately the election 
look the reverie swing, 1 had 
letters in abundance with 
regard lo my being right, say
ing the failure was Mr. 
Wilson’s, in refuting to play 
his part. Sincerity alone would 
have made him open to the

behind bun ? With to  many 
planets in Cancer, and P i n t  
on the ascendant, he la only 
really suited for the navy, and 
with Uranus in the 12th house, 
H augurs sudden endings, par
ticularly by w ater! But really 
this chart Is best left undeline
ated, for all the planets are so 
low In the base, they only 
belong to the lower elements.

Perhaps It would he as well 
tome day soon, if we look into 
the chart of Michael Foot.

But Harold Wilson, what a 
foolish man you w ere! Son 
completely round lo Pisces, 
Neptune in the 1st house, and 
everything set for the Greater 
Powers to cootroL What I can 
never understand is why you 
allowed the Sodomy Bill to go 
through, and furthermore, why

Thereby hearaM owl the state* 
meets in the Hierarch's letter 
to the Government, while at 
the seme tune a t this has taken 
place, rhe dock strike it 
completely established, where 
the working d a  sacs are crying 
out for more and more mooey

Surety the AXP should 
strike ai the root of the evrf, 
and this should be those who 
are playing with the responsi
bilities they have taken on. 
and dishonouring vows that 
were declared by them.

Perhaps with all the chaw 
that is ensuing, which n 
diabolical tn itself for the 
country, both right and left 
wing of these puppet govern
ments. should be Icarnine that 
playing at politics, and playing 
with the finances of the 
country, is not what the 
Theocratic Government axe 
determining.

This World and man's ex
periences, IS NOT for last 
making money, but the ful
filling of (be Dynamic Plan of

TVER FRONTIERS OF KNOWLEDGE
A WORLD rich with promise ties before all souls who are caper to embrace the Mew Laws of 
"  Theocracy, and bring this world of darkness and degradation into ib  true glories of Div*ne 
Mind UnfoldmenL The world must make expansion info new realms of thought, and storm the 
mystical frontiers of consciousness, tor only in this way can the saul make growth, and bring the 
Cosmos to its greater intensity of Divine Evolutionary Enlightenment (See text an page 9. col. 5).

influence of the Higher Powers 
to lead him in (he right 
direction, so it speaks for itself.

If be had waited until 
October, the Powers would 
have been able to open up hia 
inner wealth, as well as 
“salting** the populace into a 
more rational outlook. But 
Wilton's Saturn and Pluto in 
the twelfth house led him to 
listening to the Tory Party 
catch, and not the advice of 
the “ARC Angels".

What was so ironical was 
how Heath at the mauguration 
of the Tory party into office, 
thanked Harold Wilson for 
bringing the election in June 
and not in October. When we 
see such a Chart and a tool 
ready to give forth of such 
internal wealth, being lost, it 
makes one very sad, for so 
much is in detriment at the 
present moment.

However, we cannot let this 
finish without bringing the 
chart of Edward Heath, for 
every man is born of the 
Breath of Outer World Space. 
The signs in the twelve seg
ments are the Elements that 
the soul has mastered, and is 
consistent of.

For be ionises the positive 
and negative signs, and brings 
into birth, as his mind, the 
elements mastered. This is 
Daniel in the Lions* den : the 
Baas, tigers and elephant 
status referred to, are Che 
ferocity of the Powers being 
mastered.

(Set chart in cols. 4 A 3)
Here we see a chart of one 

not at all fitted for the respon
sibility of government service, 
let alone a Prime Minister or 
a politician. Yet Is be not just 
the ‘front' for others working

the Tory Government are now 
talking about damping down 
upon the promiscuity now 
running riot in the country, 
when 1 mulwtfaiui that Mr. 
Heath did nothing to refute the 
Sodomy BID at the time, or am 
1 being misinformed ?

As this is gome to press, we 
find that a “leak has probably 
taken place concerning Britain's 
Trade figures, whereby some
body stands to make thousands 
of pounds profit on the Stock 
Market.

The only persons who knew 
of this would be (he Treasury 
and the Tory Government.

Cosmic Evolution. So perhaps 
at the present moment it is 
one evfl breaking up another 
evfl ? ? ? ?

Also the Tory Party and 
others will learn now, bow 
every action has an equal and 
opposite reaction, for is not 
the dock strike, which is 
crippling to the entry of the 
Tory Party into office, but a 
rebound of the doctors, who 
are chiefly Tories, threatening 
strike to the Labour Party's 
Nationalisation of the medical 
welfare, and then crying the 
strike off when the Tories came 
into office

By this alone we can see 
where the roots of corruption 
lie, and could verify the many 
letters 1 have received, regaid- 
ing the newspaper opauoa 
polls, and the sudden reversal 
at (he end.

Yet. as this now leaves for 
press, and is HOT with moving 
possibilities. I see that Michael 
Foot has been elected sixth in 
the Labour Party Parliamen
tary Committee. Here strongly 
indicates chat the letter to 
Heath has borne good fruit 
and that Michael Foot stands 
on the fringe of the New 
Theocratic unfoldmeoL

Although be does not em
brace this for the moment, I 
salute Michael Foot for the 
good tidings of tomorrow. For 
I stand not for vested interests 
or political conquest, hut 
Cosmic al Legislature. So here’s 
to the glory of rebirth and 
the dimoivemeut of capitalistic 
bugbear. With a Totalitarian 
Government springing up out 
of the desert of poverty and 
strife.

(See plate on page 9)
Now it seems ns though we 

are in for a rough time, while 
the Hierarchs adjust man to 
the new Laws be has to trend. 
Well that Is life, but harder 
will for the Scapegoat on the 
wheeL But whatever the car-

rum alm ua, an thing can alter 
the LAWS, for these me set 
right up to the Central Sun, 
which now dominates the 
whole of the Earth.

So to mm  this up, what ffife 
amounts to, these foreran* ah  
v c  of the past world, the old 
Saturn Male of distOurion. TMs 
•  a regime which has out
worn Itself and those now 
ruling in it, are of old foswHsed 
Mates that are finished.

The evils that arc accruing 
out of (hear old regimented 
statue, are not realty from 
people crying out for more 
money, and the abundance of 
goods bring dangled before 
their eyes, but souls that are 
crying out for expansion from 
these old worn-out staler

All that this primeval 
imperialistic regime can do, is 
to enforce on the names im
prisonment and mffitary reten
tion, instead of guidance and 
expansion, that vriB draw down 
into the depths peace and 
goodwOL

This is now why the 
Hierarchs are seeking those 
that are awakened, whom they 
can work through to bring new 
Atomic wealth into berth. For 
those who are throwing pots 
of paint, bricks through win
dows, and * r - p s  bombs, are 
doing k  out of frustration.

For their inner f a n  kite 
etheric cnufcionmcss, has 
awakened, and "young men 
and women are seeking the 
power to change the World** 
and ghe to Britain the new 
sturdy self-respect, which these 
old governments have sub
merged by their ignorance and 
dominating capitalistic ruling.

I believe this is what 
Harold Wilson stipulated when 
he was vying for governmental 
authority* and which was after
wards p -osd y forgotten, result
ing in all bring handed back 
into those stales which we all 
had hoped were whittled away 
into a broader and more ex
pansive outlook to an iutelK- 
grat future.

A Government is lo lead the 
people into expansion, not use 
Hs faculties for the few to 
build up big bounces, hot the 
masses bring taught and led 
into cosmopolitan service unto 
the good of thrir country, 
thereby budding op a united 
nrirrm hip of the whole 
World. Thus the first steps in 
the unfoldment of Theocracy!

Astrological Delineations
Spearman-Cook is prepared to continue giving delineations of readers9 

horoscopes, as her time allows. These will be based upon the new world 
teachings, and Is a unique opportunity tor all lo perceive the extent of their growth, 
where their karmic difficulties lie, and where their opportunities are waiting to 
blossom forth; apart from giving the understanding of how and where katmk 
roots, impossible akashic records, rear up out of the darkness of the soul's 
multiplicity.

Price in England and abroad £7.7.0. Price in U.S.A. and Canada $25.00.

IMPORTANT. Please null that MtJ delineation* will be by Tape Recording only on bj' 
ftrasfr one ef 4" raah track t and f  a! }j in/aac.

THE SCHOOL OF UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHY AND HEALING 
London, W.8. (Tel.: 01-937 0377)
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EARTH
and its Spheres

6v T h e  L o r d  H ie r a r c h  o f  S c o r p io

(These are extracts taken from the Lecture of Wednesday the 22nd April, 1970. 
concerning the unsuccessful attempt by the American astronauts to land on the 
so-called Moon).

M E R O P E 'S  O P E N IN G  P R A Y E R
REA T Divine Spirit, once again wc Wfi to mukc enquiry into the Word. But os pioneers 

^  in a New Truth we also ask for that which will help us along this New Road, one that 
the majority have not yet touched, ret a Road that will help many onto a wider and a greater 
Rath o f life. H e know this had to came, as the Mind Plane, or the Seed would have perished. 
Now  man can blossom, now he can build up a mind, now he can become One with the Great 
Heavens. and above all. give forth o f love and Truth, because he is aware in every way o f the 
greater purpose o f life. And so tonight, as we seek once again, help us to perceive and send 
out onto the wave-band, thoughts o f strength, thoughts o f belief. and ways and means that 
wilt help the less fortunate; and this we seek in the name o f hove and Service. Amen.

T H E  M A S T E R  T H E N  M A N I F E S T E D
■pEACE BE UNTO YOU ALL.

Many are gathered with too from the Great Planes, 
for a Great Victory has been won. The ARC has been 
gained by the Hierarchs, and now they are in control of the 
World. No longer disaster, no longer war, no longer will 
man be able to assert what he wishes, for They have taken 
over, and now Theocracy in aO its Glory is going to reign 
supreme. Yes, there wifi be a lot of squealing, and there 
will be those who wiQ not be happy at what wfll take place. 
But this now is a World for Gods to live in, those who are 
going to build up a mind and become One with the Great 
DIVINITY of AO-Life. So tonight we are going to give 
to you the depth of a New Thought that Merope brought 
back with her on the sabbath.

this very same 
the phenomena

YTOW when Merope returned 
1 v from her trance on the 
sabbath, she gave over a 
message to you,—that she real
ised that in the space-crafl 
going up to the heights, it could 
not go past the ARC, and only 
went into the Etheric body of 
the Earth. At the time, she was 
not able to bring back all that 
was necessary for this to fulfil 
itself, so we will now delve into 
it further, and here, first of all. 
we have found a plate that will 
help you.

(See plate on this page)
Now try and imagine the 

magnetic Pole going through 
the 'ball* in the centre of the 
diagram. Then try and perceive 
the space-craft starting off 
from the Earth, and going out- 
in this Astral belt everything 
of the past is born, right back 
beyond Atlanta. Aeons and 
Accra of TIME ago ; all is in 
this Astral Bell.

Everything can be seen there, 
it being the Hall of Minors. 
As the creation goes out from 
the Earth, it then seeks for the 
moon. Well, it docs not know 
whether it is going up, down, 
round, or backwards,—it is just 
looking for the moon, and has 
the direction of the moon. 
Every soul has an etheric body, 
thus the Earth also has an 
Etheric Body, and the space
craft is travelling in the Etheric.

Now this means that as they 
travel in the Etheric they take 
on exactly the same status as 
you would take on if you weal 
out in your etheric in deep 
state, and were travelling in 
that etheric body.

To try and explain all of 
>hw to you fin detail would be 
impossible, because we cannot 
bring it down to such a low 
level. Now that is not bring 
rude to you at alt, bat they are 
travelling on a higher plane of 
conception.

As they travel out into the 
Etheric, everything to them 
would opp« sr solid If yon go 
out into your dreams, every
thing h  solid; you can 
perceive It, you even go so 
far as to have a meal outside 
in your dream S

it back so that it becomes a 
living substance ?**
Well this is where Merope 
could give you evidence on this.

Merope is one of the old 
school of mediums, being 
active at a rime when pheno
mena was in its heyday, and

there she saw 
thing done in 
seance.

Material from Spirit can be 
brought through “no mao's 
land* to the Earth and become 
solid, and it is done like this. 
We take the Spirit Fire out of 
it. in the Spirit, and it travels, 
in the form of a disintegration, 
through that of “no man's 
land”, and when it enters into 
Earth substance it is refilled by 
magnetic fire; not Spirit F k t, 
but magnetic fire, and this is 
bow such things are brought 
back.

No man can go outside of 
the ARC, for he would just 
disintegrate; he could not 
take the change of vibration.

Now 1 want you once again 
to visualise the Poles going
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through the Earth. They nam
ed this creation Apollo, which 
means the Sun, and they took 
the *Sun* down to the lunar. 
Now the two ends of the Pole 
are the Solar and the lunar, 
and they hold the Earth in 
space, where the Earth is spinn
ing in space, and it is held 
there by these magnetic Poles.

By taking Apollo in name
sake, which is just as fully 
creative as any other, down to 
the lunar, they took the two 
ends of the Pole down to one 
Pole, leaving one Pole without 
any support. This automatically 
left the Earth in a void, com
pletely in a void, which if it 
had not been for Merope being 
able by her frequency to bold 
the other Magnetic Pole, the 
Earth would have spun off into 
space, and been completely 
destroyed. This has caused very 
great distress to Merope. and 
has added furthermore unto 
her disability, from which she 
now has got to recuperate.

Now if they 
that, you arc 
“How are they

take a part of 
going to say. 
going to bring

I WANT ysu la MV tha c*a»tr« Owrv 
* th t Mvvn Itlmvry n n u  that man has to u t  up aa 
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thay a r t  Mendrd together, t a  rv  IM M  
Central Sun. (Sf text In ca t II.

‘9* arauM  tha aanba
call CaHh. would kvAstral p trn v  tha »* w  and m tha Cataatial era rvridmiu*hf, tha Great

plan—i tha w*t i"»w 7̂ - • th# Warld Then 
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Now ■  their returning to 
the Earth, the three astronauts 
were doomed for destruction, 
but it waa by one of the news
paper combines porting onto 
their placards that (he Apollo 
waa *in the lap of h e  Gods*, 
they declared that the Gods 
were greater than Apollo, and 
ao mercy was shown unto 
them, and they were retrieved.

What you have got to try 
and remember is this,—and 
take very seriously,— that 
everything that is said and 
done becomes a firing creation. 
This is why Merope is very 
careful an what she says, and 
if there is anything she says 
which she is not snre of. f le  
wifi ted you ao.

Everything you say is a liv
ing substance, and if it is not 
of Truth, then sooner or later 
it is going to havr some dis
astrous effect upon you. espec
ially now h is a Mind World, 
a World of Spirit.

By Merope going 10 the 
higher side of the Magnetic 
Pole, in mind frequency, and 
holding it, she automatically 
won the Tournament, and holds 
the supremacy of the ARC. 
She won the Glory o f the ARC. 
which automatically the Hier
archs have taken over, and 
those on that outer rim (refer
ring to Rudd's diagram!, 
which looks very odd to you 
perhaps, really are the Hier
archs and they now have entry 
into the World through that 
channel

The Hierarchs 
m aud; they v f l  control 
World, they w fl 
World from coming to 
they wfl prevent 
World War. they w fl previ 
a l  those states of safleci 
which the lesser man has ft 
to go ihreoch that the 
ist coaid hold onto Ms 
It is going to he n 
New born World, i 
thumfy make its wpy 
yet quicker f la a  many of 
wooAd believe posable.
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yon hare 
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hni V yon m b .

of h
has aa elect  
•a vrfl m  ream*

C oncluded  on  page 1 -
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HERBAL MYSTERIES 
Part 37

SA  n s  A  P A  n iL L A
(S m ila x  Sarsaparilla)

b y  D a v id  S p e a r m a n *  (\> ok

W E 11A \¥ LN A NUMBER 1)1 III* P W I 
herbal article*. >colored to bring n u n j b f « lb |

methods to  ibe fore, «fll i u « i m U« become
of a familiar fafl) household b c v l t ,  pow that all k  ®o» b |  
into a changing mind phenomena of untold rv v rn lit | e o id f f i.  
Therefore that which at the moment, may w tni diltkuli for 
some to fully u d m llitr .  h  Lwfil) due to the if prrxrut lack of 
Spiritual onfoldsncnt. I h k  month a t  encounter a herb of 
great and pimple benefit for one and nil, as Ki new unfolding 
creation now attempts to manifest its reborn Infused strength 
through thW changed era of Neptunian fulfillment. Thus 
Sarsaparilla, the herb in question, offers its changing status for 
the benefit of man, being the means of assisting the healing 
of mans strange sicknesses which could be encountered in thenenr future, parti} doe to the 
change.

★  ★  *

Sa r s a p a r i l l a  is known
to most people as a herb 

of blood cleansing and blood 
cooling properties, and as such 
was it common]} known under 
the powers of yesterday. But 
as all must now begin to per- 
Ccive. time and vibration move 
upon a much stricter tempo, 
and Nature is the instigator 
through Law revealment 
Therefore let us commence 
with Sarsaparilla's possibilities 
in this expansive period.

Firstly it is quite possible to 
increase these cleansing and 
cooling principles, with an 
added infused strength. There
fore as the Fire activates dor
mant cd lu lar structures of 
infinitesimal magnitude, within 
the network o f man's mind 
and body construction, so will 
the constant application of 
herbs in the future, assist with 
their changing vibrational 
wealth. Hence, Sarsaparilla will 
become a herb of nervine con
structive consistency , to alle
viate the shock and come-back 
of the nervous changes and 
reactions of the conforming 
Vega Patterns.

Here is where Sarsaparilla 
and Parsley, if used sparingly, 
can be of extreme benefit to 
the kidneys, for once the wis
dom of the kidneys is folly 
understood, much thought and 
careful conscious respect to
wards them is resent i»lT in 
regard to their activating prin
ciple. Then these two herbs 
can give assisted benefit to the 
unfolding god creation within 
the sonL

Here we can quite comfort
ably perceive, through the

«Mil\ stubborn resistance to

SARSAPARILLA

changing Laws of Vega, that 
man is going to he forged with 
Fire of a pre-ordained status 
of prototypal Thought, be
cause the kidneys, as the 
bellows, are for the Fire, which 
now upon passing through 
them, win be used by the soul 
for expansive creation of a 
driving Solar status.

Therefore from this form of 
healing possibility, let us ven
ture into another, to enlighten 
us upon this personal pool of 
potential assistance, to the new 
unfolding generation of Man
hood. From now on it is going 
to be a period o f stress, as 
many are beginning to discover 
already for themselves. Where
by they are finding irritable 
and irksome periods of once

EARTH
C o n c lu d e d  from  p age  11

how important ail this is. 
Frequency and sensitivity are 
very very im portant; for only 
by your increased frequency, 
and belief, are you able to 
extract out of the Breath, the 
qualities that you require.
Student. N o individual can 
now change the workings o f  
the Cosmic Law.
A. That is the point, and of 
course Meropc has set the 
Laws, being the Scapegoat for 
this.

What I would like you all to 
realise is that this plate was 
part of the great work of 
Fludd, who was a great 
occultist. All through the Ages, 
man. prophets and priests have 
given their laves in trying to 
establish these Truths, but they 
were only establishing them 
upon one particular point. 
Merope gathered op the whole 
of their wisdom, which of 
course she had to go through 
first, before she started the

Path of true Occultism, and 
brought it to a pinnacle point, 
calling it Universal Philosophy. 
It encompasses the whole of 
what has been.
Student: (Referring to the 
plate).

I  Mias looking at the chains 
there from the woman's wrists: 
l  was wondering why it should 
be. What is the significance o f  
those chains ?
A. The woman of course, 
represents Merope, and the 
chains signify that she is 
connected to the Earth and 
connected to the Gods.

Merope is not her own Mis
tress ; she is an Instrument 
for the Gods to  bring New 
Life to the World. Now you 
are going to see marvellous 
changes. Yes, it is going to be 
hard, and it is going to be 
hard on Merope, bat the way 
will be cleared, and she is 
quite prepared to  take the 
rough with the smooth. She 
has had eighteen years of 
nothing else but scandal, 
opposition and treachery.

Merope is quite prepared 
now. although she is seventy
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nun, SaiuipanUii m its chang- H e i g h t  a n d s a n g  th n r  il r a t  hi*fS g tu n e i a I
ing frequeocy, t i going to be-

a n tetome a fiery pevubflity towards A n d  /  h a re . m a p p e c 1 t h e t i c u r r t  u la n d —
the internal active intensive 
imnd strength of any awaken* 
ing soul But all depends upon 
the importance of one s change 
of creation into the expansive 
Solar direction

This is where souls bccom* 
mg Solar bom through ihcir 
conscious belief, will find Sar
saparilla. Cuckoo Flower and 
Sage, of a vast importance to 
their bowel and kidney organs, 
as they are systematically 
changed by the infusing Fire. 
These three herbs will assist 
assimilating redress by the 
nerves, as the soul tries to be 
made aware through the in
flowing conscious Breath, of its 
intended theocratic intent, and 
as to how, and why, these 
things are chancing, or re
adjusting within them, through 
their unfolding sensitivity.

Sarsaparilla has now fortu
nately become a herb which 
can assist the stimulative 
wealth of the Theocratic 
inflow, and where a soul may 
have had difficulty in the past 
to express themselves, will 
they find untold and unknown 
creative abilities arising within 
them Here then is where 
Sarsaparilla, and Holy Thistle 
can help the soul to maintain 
a  steady influence, for through 
the nervous healing ability of 
Sarsaparilla and the tremen
dous nasal sensitivity of Holy 
Thistle's cleansing action, both 
become increasingly activated 
by the infusing power of the 
Holy Fires.

Sarsaparilla, Celery Seed 
and Cowslip Flowers, could, 
once they have been internally 
infused and clarified, become 
a  very potent stimulative 
draught. Whereby the full 
context of these three types of 
herbs will capture the Fire, 
and retain its radiation suffi
ciently long enough, to ensure 
that many organs of the slow-

this year, to start the Fulness 
of her Creation, but she won't 
have many years left, for her 
Work has been too heavy.
Student: It is the magnetic 
field around the Earth which 
the mundane astrologers work 
upo n ; they only perceive the 
magnetic illusion, and never go 
into the Atomic Planes o f  
Reality at all.
A, No, never. Merope deals 
only with the Outer Realms, 
because she then is able to give 
you the Wisdom of the Celes
tial. Merope can travel out in 
her Etheric Body, she can 
travel right up to the Central 
Sun. and right down to the 
very depths, because she takes 
on the Cloak of Hecate. She 
is capable of doing this be
cause of the Frequency she has 
buOt up in her spinal column.

Well now, we have come to 
the end of our time on this. 1 
hope I have given you some
thing to think about, for I 
have given you the Key, 
providing you can take the 
Occult understanding into your 
minds.

Scene of bottleh long ago.
I F / im  monster* rtarrd their necks like sicldcs, 
And scythed  down fe r r y  living foe.
Yea, firths*, denthlcss, sleepiest, dreamles$t 
Underneath a roping nun, 
l watched stars burgeon, blossom . weaken.
Till they exploded, one by one !
O give me pain and woe unceasing—
Let my rare ichor drain away—
Fill all my rein* with blood— that poison,
Till /  behold the Human Day !

leillll̂ llllPlllllM IIIIPlIKI^llllP
cr moving propensity will 
receive the healing powers of 
the Holy Fires. This will 
enable a more intensive heal
ing strength by the prolonged 
stay of the herbs and Fire 
uniting.

Now it can be well under
stood why Sarsaparilla was so 
desperately sought after by the 
Crusaders, during their periods 
of destructive plundering. For 
many diehards who refused to 
change their mind outlook 
perished, because they simply 
stole the fire of the so-called 
infidel, and were then unable 
to master its expansive nature, 
which they took within them
selves, whilst ravaging their 
altar vessels. Thereby they 
were driven into sadistic furies 
and were destroyed by their 
own stupidity, or insanely 
slaughtered by enranged crazy 
leaders, who threw caution to 
the winds in religious fana- 
tism, and their unbalanced 
control of the stolen powers.

It may be of interest here to 
note that Sarsaparilla was used 
in the water ration of many 
troops stationed in tropical, or 
sub-tropical regions in bygone 
times. Thus fortunately saving 
many of them from infection 
through insect bites, and free
dom from sun-stroke. Hence 
being aware of this, one can 
comprehend why Sarsaparilla 
could now be used to be of 
help to the inflowing powers 
of the Solar Fires, as they 
internally change man into the 
right fired frequency of true 
spiritual power and strength.

Sarsaparilla, Sanide, and 
Sage could be of vast assist-
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ancc, in respect to helping the 
lower organs of the Chakra 
creation, thereby assisting them 
through their cleansing and 
tissue reinforcing strength, to 
withstand the accelerated 
motion of the increased ex
panding creation within the 
Holy Fires.

Hence herbs will now be
come a necessity for one and 
all as changes manifest, for 
this is one of the lost arts, 
which will be diligently sought 
by many, due to the lack of 
chemical and medicinal capa
bility in dealing with the 
increasing sick states of man. 
The Fires will now unfold and 
release the imprisoned tick 
conditions still buried deep 
within the soul, due to  the 
lack o f pure healing Pheno
mena in the past

Sarsaparilla when it is 
blended with English Ivy of the 
wall variety, is going to prove 
its unique healing property 
where children are concerned, 
for many babies, as young 
returning spirits, will unfor
tunately suffer with the 
impact o f their own intense 
fiery urine. This will be most
ly due to the wrong food, or 
the disturbed milk of their 
mothers, which they would 
find most unbalancing.

It would be very difficult to 
expect a baby to take herbs, 
but by bathing them with 
these two herbs, much relief 
could be found for them, for 
they too will be infused with 
the Holy Fires. Young babies 
of the future must be well 
nurtured upon non-earth y 
foods, for they may well be 
advanced souls, who had at 
one time renounced that which 
they may now be forced to 
partake of, whilst in their new 
unfolding body of Life.

Sarsaparilla aad Mint can 
afford a cool stimulating 
drink, and when infused with 
Elder Flowers and Dandelion, 
plus the addition of a little 
juice of a Lemon, can be a 
very useful agent to sufferers 
of a most advanced state of 
sweating. The obvious reaction 
to this being Chat of a some
what increased urine action, 
and is that which the soul 
must choose for themselves, 
for one can be just as uncom
fortable as the other.

Next month we will search 
into the depths of the herb 
Southernwood.
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P R A M A N T IIA
C ontinued from  the b e c k  p a g e

birth and nurtured by hen So 
here w u Zrus at expansion 
having to face a dynamic truth.

Every HPtkf. whether man 
be Ik vet it no farther than a 
lent remission or not, he draws 
unto himself by decree of fate, 
the wealth of the goddem. 
Man and the gods are closely 
interlinked, and nobody knows 
better than Prometheus re
garding this secret. This 
marriage is not as others, and 
all the gods appro* e of this 
union, for M is a divine 
marriage where the senses be
come a model for men seeking 
to ait with “Christ in heavenly 
places.**

Thus Zeus came eery near to 
being dethroned as the vernal 
king and was succeeded by a 
ruler of another dynasty at the 
autumnal point. This would 
have been a dire tragedy and 
very difficult for man. so blind 
to bis spiritual heritage, to 
now understand.

Divine illumination and 
spiritual perception are the 
gifts of the Horae, or does 
man prefer the heritage of a 
Boetian prince and his twenty 
harp in c daughters ? Therefore 
man now stands at the cross
roads and wOl come to under
stand o f this far more clearly 
as the years evolve.

The real tragedy lies in the 
fact that he cannot remember 
that he is o f a million years 
in creation, and being so  blind, 
be is content to just live and 
die. Thus he lives in perpetual 
blindness, never really seeing 
the sun that can give him life 
and help him find his true 
heritage as the sun-god; the 
Son o f the Divine Unknown, 
therefore endowed with immor
tality.

Prometheus's acquaintance 
with the decree of Fate, and his 
present inability to prophesy 
truly, indicates the sure need for 
fixed astronomical positions. 
Mythology shows quite clearly 
that these powers belong to 
fixed points of the universe; 
that is Equinoxes, Solstices and 
the Pole where culminations 
take place, and man bom from 
them sups from their wealth 
according to his labours and 
intelligence. (He does not just 
take it from a God upon a 
cross, he takes it from these as 
he labours, and in no other 
way).

He is married to Hera as 
earth and magnetic pulse, and 
also related to Zeus as spirit 
expansion ; and by them must 
he be nourished, but also must 
labour to be worthy of the 
nourishment and ensure of its 
return.

(So what you want to realise 
is, that if in this life you have 
allowed all this to run past 
you,—and you have taken the 
knowledge,—you are going to 
build the effects for ages to 
come, because you have refus
ed to take It up into the 
heights. You arc going to be 
chained to a rock and you 
will wonder why).

Thus the fixed stars changed 
their course owing to this 
duality, and only by accurate 
knowledge o f these can man 
find prediction safe enough to 
venture; otherwise, without 
this knowledge as clarified sen-

wlivlr> be b  blind, and m«r» 
and more adds unlo the COW 
fusion that b  involving m an 
at the prrarot day.

The very fact that Promt 
them knows the fufurr better 
than Hermes, even better thaw 
Z eus indicates that he h  
connected with a more accur
ate method of time telling, 
than was at that date. For Is

of aU. and us l o t  yon do that, 
you have never tsvabliihnd ilk

For the mind it lupiteriao in 
expanwon. Uranian in its wbon, 
and of earth in its perception i 
earth-born to spirit, the fourth 
dimension embracing the third 
Even the Rig Veda, the word 
of the ancients, declares Agni 
(Fire) is a god whom the two 
sticks have engendered like a 
new-born babe.

The Sanscrit word for the 
spindle of a fire drill la pram- 
anlba. from which Prometheus 
was derived. Therefore Prome- 
theos Is nothing more than a

therefore is ever renewed punct
ually from its own em bus by 
its repealed resuwiiahous mea
sured out of the years.

(N os this refers to the centri
fugal and centripetal in involu
tion and evolution. one comes 
down to the depths as the 
Breath and rises up as the re
newed mind, and the other 
comes forth from the soul's 
own sun as it receives of ex
pansion and comet down to the 
depths as the holy spit,—and 
when you can give it expansion 
by immediate reaction and not 
wailing until tomorrow, or even 
letting tomorrow go past,—you

TUB RAVAGED FIRE
O NCE upon a time orsat festivals were held to draw down of this Firs, In the establishment of 

Vasts, tlie family hearth ; but whirs It It In man 7 It It to be found In the talar plexus, and 
that it where ha brings the first Into birth, and whero ha finds so much difficulty. In the bowels 
you have the Cancer equinox, the Cancer creation, whllt lying an top of the bowels you have Lao, 
the solar plexus, the fire, and these are the two Important oquinoxes of the past ; one was the 
Golden Age and the ether the Deluge, the fell Into the depths. That It the Spirit upon the Waters, 
but when man allows the bowels or viscera to rule hit mind In tho form of delights, he than draws 
these fires down Into the bowels and it drives him wild, with the lower desires ruling the mind, 
Instead of the mind ruling the bowels. (See text on page If, col. 3).

he not (be worker of the oracle 
(hat has failed to bridge the 
gap so (hat a marriage could 
be made and a third principle 
re-bom into the fourth dimen- 
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sion
It also confirms the truth 

that Prometheus as soul belongs 
to earlier times when Zeus had 
not married Hera and her 
intercalaries, thus he endures to 
become unto the God, while 
the gods pass away. Therefore 
indicates that man came into 
birth as the result of man, 
although all came from the 
same root.

Prometheus saw two mon
arch! dethroned before Zeus, 
and indicates, when understood, 
he came before the Pole itself. 
For as the soul rises above the 
Dole by the rope of AK, it can 
become freed from the gravita
tional pull of Hera ; thus must 
have gravitated towards her, 
indicating his independence. 
But not so with the lower king
doms.

Mary-Hera having given 
birth to the Uranian child, to 
become the Christos Babe in 
its true conception. Thus Prom- 
ethus is not onlv the son of 
Ouranus like the Titans, but he 
taught men the use of fire. (It 
was through the Titans that 
Helios began to descend and 
showed man the way to estab
lish the four-square, the quad
rature).

Therefore if he is not the god 
of the fire drill he comes very 
near to bearing that character; 
for where did all the ideas 
come from, but from Prome
theus. (So man is the god of 
the fire drill which he has com
pletely forgotten; the fire drill 
o f the spine).

Certainly he stole the fire 
from heaven in a narthex stem 
bv degrees; therefore to invent 
fire ns Prometheus has done is 
to use the fire drill and create 
the new fire o f the sun. and 
register the year bv the renewal 
o f the solstice and equinox bv 
Dcrpctual motion of the mind 
revolving in enouiry and 
action: (putting it into opera
tion is the most important part

personification of the fire drill, 
the revolving heights from 
Illusion fo reality. (So all men 
are Prometheus's, and all men 
will be chained onto the rock 
until they And their godhead).

Yel we would say, Nothing 
more 7 Why ! he creates men, 
(caches astronomy, reveals fate, 
and is even chained fo Mount 
Caucasus. And if we look yet 
further Into (he wonders of 
Prometheus, we will find that 
the Are-drill symbolises the axis 
of the universe ever-turning 
with the pole star for the pivot.

And further still, the fire 
stick of Prometheus passes 
from the pole through to the 
equinoctial point where the 
year Is renewed. Thus he is a 
revolving Nimbus with his 
spinal rod holding the dragon- 
force firmly when fully under 
control.

Therefore this alone proves 
that the fire of Prometheus was 
not kindled for the common 
hearlh and domestic purposes, 
but is as sacred as that which 
Zoroaster brought from heav
en and deposited on the altar 
of his first temple. This was 
the city of Xis in Media, and 
from there it was propagated 
ioto all the other temples or 
lives which observed the rites 
of the magicians. This refers to 
the incarnations of the soul in 
the wisdom of the mysteries, 
which has been annihilated by 
Papalism through the latter 
Ages.

The Divine Fire

A great secret, not known to 
many, is the fact that 

Prometheus, assisted by Athena 
(Wisdom), ascended to heaven 
(the heights of himself) and 
secretly lighted his torch at the 
chariot of Helios in order to 
bring down the fire to man. 
This is the fire of tlie sun in 
man's own heights that never 
goes out, for it is the spark of  
the soul which must either be
come the solar god or returns 
to the Cause that gave it birth :

will then get (he two-way-switch 
working in harmony, and you 
will be revolving in the Nimbus.

The Breath comes down to 
the depths. Is boiled in the 
cauldron, and rises up by your 
struggle and your sacrifice, 
first into the omphalos as the 
Light interblended with the 
Word; then, as you can set 
your kundalini fire rising by 
continued effort—not slowing 
down but continually fighting 
on, never stopping, never lett
ing one moment go cold,—then 
the kundalini fire becomes per
petual motion up and down the 
■pine, over the brain, resusci
tating the pineal gland and 
bringing unity wilh the pituit
ary, which sets the third-eye 
moving; so the seed of the 
pomegranate descends once 
again to the depths, drops 
down to the waters, and 
Mother Mem has been impreg
nated by her Lord: the two- 
way-switch).

Something imitating it was 
created by the Lampadephora, 
or torch race at Athens, where 
Prometheus had a sanctuary in 
the Ceramlcus, or Academy, 
from whence the torch race 
annually took place. Prome
theus instituted the race him
self whence he was called the 
Torch bearer. The lampas or 
torch was a candlestick with a 
shield set at the bottom of the 
socket so as to shelter the 
flame of the candle. The race 
was usually run on foot, and 
the winner presented his lamp 
as a votive offering, or that 
given by vow.

So what happens to the man 
who makes a vow, gives a 
votive offering and never fulfils 
it ? It is the worst evil that any 
man can com m it; and that is 
the trespass offering that he will 
have to make).

In another account of these 
ancient ceremonials, it is repre
sented as a course in which a 
lampas was carried from one

pouil lo another by s  chain of 
runner*. the A nt handing it to  
the second, the u» the
third, and *o on to the mod.
The art contitlBd m currying 
the uncxunguivhctl torch on to 
the end.

The second indicates s num
ber of runners equal to the 
lives of the soul, hut if we look 
to the legend of the torch race 
of HcphicMui wt  will find the 
reel solution. The method being 
for the first rider to go a d iy  i  
journey and deliver his dispatch 
to the second who was waiting 
for the third, (and carried on 
from step to step).

Handing on the torch to 
symbolise the renewal of the 
year is toll done at the Jewish 
react of Trumpets, which 
occurs at the Umc of the 
autumn equinox. These alone 
hold man's holy tradition, 
especially the Greek symbol 
which shows that the Sun, the 
year, the equinox, and passion 
from point to point, make a 
chain of equinoctial points in 
the lives of the tout. Other
wise. we too might ask the 
question. Why more than one 
runner for one torch 7

Further deductions prove 
that all events show that 
Prometheus was a Fire-god, 
even If it is not seen now. In 
the ancient days before the 
solar year of Zeus, there had 
been a practice of counting the 
years, or a ceremony to signify 
that the son was renewing his 
youth. The season was accepted 
by the return of the equinox 
or the re torn of the solstice, 
and the first Zens calendar 
had not been long in existence 
before It came into conflict 
with the Promethean year and 
festival. Then there was a 
struggle for the mastery ; even 
that some have preserved as a 
fight through the Ages to 
return the Mysteries.

Now I am sure some of you 
will have learnt something to
night, but what 1 want you to 
do is to try and learn It in the 
right way, so that it sets yon 
Into motion; not just for one 
day, but to realise the Royalty 
you must set Into operation.

Look deeply into self and 
question self, and ask “Where 
am 1 lacking ? What have I 
not put into operation ? Where 
have I failed ?”

When you can ask yourself 
these questions, when you can 
put that into operation, then 
you will make the expansion 
you are seeking fo r : the
mind freed from earthy states.

There must be growth and 
expansion in all souls. If not, 
then man has to pay dearly for 
the Power he has taken and 
refused to place Into move
ment ; because the Powers 
belong to the Gods and not to 
man.

Closing Prayer
C  O We call upon the Great 

^  Ones to Bless the Word 
that has been imbued so deeply 
into man tonight, and placed 
Into his heart to realise of a 
Greater Truth. We call upon 
each one to be endowed with 
that Lamp of Wisdom, that as 
he goes down into the darkness 
of investigation he can take un
to himself of the strength neces
sary. Give unto him the 
Wisdom, the realisation, the 
strength and the Light as his 
own effort of mind. And as 
he so prepares, so we seek of 
You to place upon his feet the 
sandals of Hermes. Therefore 
We call upon the Great Ones 
to pour down amongst man
kind the Fire of Truth. May 
the Great Ones descend in 
abundance, that mankind can 
see more clearly of what lies 
hidden in the words of the 
Mysteries.

AMEN.
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THE H E A L I N G  COLUMN
( "v H t.A l Dtvint Ma^nifi* cn tt. B it"  thru  Thy children 

th>Ji have not y*'( awakened out of the density and 
darkrurxi of Tune, that they will begin to know and under* 
a a id the gtones o f Thy Divine Radium Being. Bunt Thyu If 
imKt the heart* of Mi. that they con awaken to Thy Holy 
Truth, whereby the world can he horn anew. AMEN.

Mrv l>ondow. E.17.
'Had a  revere nervous 

breakdown two yeora ago. 
Suffer* badly with her metres, 
Atm lo severe rentes o f deprr.t 
%um i t  Seym* hard to under* 
nand the Oazjrtie " (Chart 
1641)

S~ fNCT you ray yam have
_1 triad very ImN  to  under-
etmtrd ikt “Occult G u d K " , I 
psdhet this tMMM that you 
K* vc n o r t> o i ab le  to  do  to  
i a t  ye t. S o  a n a  tat m  aea if  
wt don understand why th »  it,

V o u r Ban  at L o o  awd youw 
M arary ok V a fo  ora o  t o  
ath homes, to  you roaly hove 
pot to o o t  very very ta r t  
mdmd t#  gam m a id  cipaaabob. 
hot you td y  h o d  ri hard be- 
cosset Than i i  an extremely 
hood S a il w th  you. Tbs* a
very pTWOMWCOt M M Q fr i those
with Sot Ml Lao 

Thaw psoflc tod it very 
d dtodt to  oaav away from 
aid ton e mod tnwwawa thaw 
worn meet, which owaot u m a c  
(to  *wld lire* mto five 'flow  tire . 
ood oopgriaam vary o a d  to 
chat o f l a  Loo la o a v t  w hich 
la • o a  t f t i |  performed wto th< 
Aflwarwn

M arc w ry io  V f l io  h o t mot 
IO hr Uarmm triad otfarwin

you will continue to  have 
severe K i lo  o f depress >on. 
and it would certamly account 
for the nervous breakdown y ou 
had.

The Sun in Leo and Mer
cury m Virgo are jm i fighting 
one another ll io amazing how 
the different states within a 
aowi are apt to do this. I have 
personally experienced a  con* 
ditsow within me which ha* 
been rn opposition to  what my 
ownd wwa really wanting to  do.

I coaid fad the fight pomg 
on, and I have literally fought 
that part of myself, which 
seamed to be a stranger >midc 
the h o t Of rn p c lf . However, 
f have proved that if one pant 
on fighting long enough, it a  
pomiblc io matter them stales, 
until wc become completely 
one'pointed o  oor act ions.

Wc a r t made up of twelve 
ports, and these twelve parts 
arc Irrma states oo (h e r own, 
and until they ore blended up 
mto a owe-pomiad Solar state, 
they will shears he inclined to 
fi#tf one another.

Ttdi h  a  hers a t  came back 
to  the leaching*, showing that 
(  saB M o h a  begfias wHhin our- 
selves. s | a n  all oor Internal 
parts are blended ap Iota owe 
moMwonal stake ed living for

the flhdos of the aooL the 
spirtt. So having seen this, we 
now have to  had  oof bow to 
deni wflflh y e a r state* of

Y ssr Path of Destiny, down 
in She ftth bowse of Sagittarius, 
wowld Indirnh very strongly 
(hat deep down in the very 
haae or root of the aowL there 
h  a karmic state which hm 
never been trawmsoird; it has 
never brew readied. So right 
doww hi t o  very bowel* of 
t o  tool there is a karmic stale.

I hove noticed this before 
where Leo's are concerned, be* 
cense Law draws that the aowl 
is of the Lew I f d o n ,  mean
ing that they have ready 
n e t  led  as far as (hat E f d m  
or Age. lo t  there is also the

state that Is right down in the 
very depths, where the sool 
•feO* In the first place.

This is where the Teachings 
in the “Occult Gazette", in 
stripping the sool, are able to 
reach those "roots*. If ia not 
very pleasant while this is 
happening, hot t o  process is 
worth it in t o  long ran. I 
have witnessed much of this 
happening in the School here, 
where t o  initiate bat had Io 
be stripped, and their very 
roots—which is what we refer 
to as t o  Cancer roots—have 
been polled out and the send 
has become freed.

Although Sagittarius is the 
Sign o f Expansion, it is ih o  
the Sign of the Centaur, where 
the aowl was at owe uenc half 
home and half man. which 
means that he was literally of 
the 'animal*, more of the beast 
than he w today. So »t it 
obvious there was a  time 
when we must have walked on 
four legs, when the wool, ao 
n s a s  up again to n n t j o .  
itself after the 'fall', came 
forth m the snawal stale m 
the process of Os growth.

Your Moon n  paasaag 
around the Otari ha* wow 
come lo Anew, w hdi a  the 1st 
howse So you are paaamg over 
the 1st bourn, m which yes  
have Jupiter and the Moon 
both io vaurwa.

I have never thought it a 
pood thing Io have the Moon 
m the l a  house, foe it w not

m its right place. If anythoif 
should be m the 1st home at 
all, it should he t o  Sun or 
Mercury : with either of these 
planets m (here, t o  soul a  
well-placed.

To have the Moon n the 1st 
home s  not a t afl helpful, 
sod  coodd be very very ddneuft 
to manipulate, for rf makes the 
tool extremely personal, and 
above all. bnog o  Taurus, it 
would hold strongly to that 
of “desire*.

I also ace that your Uranus 
ts io the I2 fi bowse n  
Aqwarww, andbcwtmg that any 
sparking capacity* a  bong 
hampered

So there will have to be • 
very determined struggle by 
you lo gain flood eitefluon  to 
such afl extent that the “script*-

DIVINE BIRTH
C o n c lu d a d  fro m  P ag e  4

l l , ( i . i ,  (he dymatnu. oaa$ 
nth* cm  iwdiaono d f  Mvrupi s 
A tom* • I I G M I . wifi a n a  mod 
ii* «wvwirarwve n d u n rv  Ovrough 
hv i Jwfe* Atomic wave -
bflfld Yet that adadh olaa 
MSt.4 f Up to to l C hrUOMMl' 
ififik  d o ry ,  to  c« u s a a w d  
m  D u s t  Amom I ranauewdon 
ffll tdagtoiMh 1 «
Aioaoo feaUn. HM 
ponaOto owd b to  
amkaepeate Stan* 
haiMOb, ood hnmn 
A to m  flood fim i 

ltu« w a h o v  tJu Ow 
t a ll-** boa (mw p s f i w l  
wo Aiuaw* o # n u  to d
d  >t € h*«wi.kniTIm(Ik
i t o n t o  ha* tonoou 1

ifd  Opahwr With, gia
afi aoflh lo r« s i»1v lfi< ’

ow. to m to pwakmM l
to im a hws b u m w a
t o  m  at dome lavwa
fh thvswr lu<

gad riwtow df t o  fa t o  bte
BMoamtop t o  t0 flni g f  a ■
M to w  u p i fh n w o cto m
OtoPlvM* d  t o bipmom

mawmng wla finovomy 
topw  M o d w  taa> barte op tda 
w M t o d  mwbboo m H m  t o  
M  ih*t  flgfifib totted we worm 
wd and tsa rta rad  tdtkS H a . batFflg 
Ifig tomb tfig gpooi Oflnaowa ad 
fly*' h aau ete  P*«go woo ut t t f l d  
O toM flfls smfl worn ed fififloo

The ogm to to t  find hood took 
a$  g o  fig m e mom hoagbt* 
mndPm f«w# »*• t Vowsuaghur*.

nsssomd the mm flfltoooa garagh* 
m d jtsm m , t i f iw  j 
Mb* (hnows hptttOh 1 
hm (h* t o m t o m  (S  
t e g t o

ttoomm ffcw tnoma

t o  t o  
i to i mil 

tom  t o o

I to U togfi fiH
• f l t o  |
dpgto t o  tom

t o

Central boa rodmtmg infusion. 
Whereby man can *up throogh 
the Atom*. Breath, the Solar 
D p u m u  Might of t o  Divine 
Central Sun > lo y a l extensive 
reality. That at t o  Mighty 
Hicrarchial Holy Eire, the in- 
lonwfiad Wander of t o  hesgjhu 
Ural wow fipar owwg atfed biem 
im  fiw f n r d  m the depths, os 
In  iwek* to advocate the royal 
truth of the Mono Maiden’s 
glory i.t i' ood ends

the Overshadow*! 
4 n u n " g n a t  re

me rv" v mv - — «■ - "— -----
I b id  of H a huproflu l>“ mr 
aetarm  laiwamg die White 
LagM well die abomdsl of 
IWmwfflwn. M dnog hn Vann 
rrhiwirdmi wrth t o  Snow 
ki ti-icWii ■> toOtofly UNflUMflOfl.

ur to that Cwtwafloa 
doni flwi m aegmflaflil 
dahghi

Now the MWWtaod ElhH m* 
t o  A toam -hoew  k « u i.  awoms 
gpwflflfii t o  t o o w i g  ttthtemdL 
thOhMtg to Nagflfliioo tofihm 
of t o  t 
tofltom
t o  h t
I b h n  t
l a .1  a
tpaflto b 
mow am

aasOgoaaua W to d fiw f m to
|m t o r i f i i t o  tom ne t o

m d f lf  t o A fil
t o m ■ MV d h d  to m s

M to m v had g a m ito to SflM

hnpmmpharh 
ggd ggfsahfri

fwbirih 
fl flow t o  A to m

t o t e  m dhn Glory wf
k than Vtsgpa h m i Thm w to h
ad flow amiwsaaady tea mmoowo
» t o  Bfifi tom moo gf g ,  Bov d
p m  m a t o  ofimmlw pptortK om
, gfifi WOflWOOMm  g t o t o  lufiwu

sptnmng ail up into an infinity 
revolution.

For this As where Che Ab
stract phenomena haa now 
begun to enfold into the light 
of the Orion Os enhadow ante 
within t o  Breath, and where 
Me rope, risen op to these 
heights, acclimathe ■ herself to 
the foil Divine Atomic polar
ity of Che Central Sun. Where 
«br aaeks now to drive the 
b a r , that throogh the enforce
ment of the swinging wave- 
hawd. it b  made know able ow- 
So the m l .  ow the pinnacle of 
tore all log through, h h  t o  first 
ewwrvptoe of reality-

Ih h  k  the Alumk Hallow- 
auw, wh am a l  of lilaU ilQ  hm 
hauo gathered up, ood t o  
Orion scales of hseotm la p f i t  
that to lto n g  mflto uhkrh #vm

w l  curvy the mad up Mto the 
M t o  ad fcuatom 
(a la ry  ed B r in g  b  
o a o to to d r ed t o  '

t o  t o P to P d to L
W  t o l

i a * «

whrw

A to m ic  Henwewrutftem, the 
Power of Divine Autadaa 
Hence fids Is where to Vk* 
t o  thought m h  1a Peace, 
ho t h  filled  wMh t o  eetion of
aghadow.

F o r A tom ic P ea rt hi AMwwh 
hw piradow , a im  peace h  t o  
flonsl fa r  A toaak enptenthm. 
There fner t o  po la rity  a t |w fl 
the reborn m ind, h  the AtmoAr 
Aaevoriaw o f t o  A lam h  M ind, 
born through L 'a h v n d  
sophy. T h a i whkTt a l  
hvto b irth , f ia t  o f (  a U rd  h o  
■ ■ aadiflp, t o  true RaaM fi o f

Thh h wham D it to  H a*  
bawdry m ust trw h b d k  h (  
A ta fld r sflrh ipfofi h l f ip  fibs 
Pow er a t T k s a m h l

a t D t v f li w
that o f t o  t o r  a t  B i  d  
Mam m oowdok The f ik h m  a t 
I h h w w i V h lo m g h t tha t dm  
to m  t o  L A f i \  that (oaw fle

mg riaafldow  o f d a  deep.

That h vw a to  by Hevwsn, 
t o  l i d  M s o f lg f  of M fk  
as t o  g flfa ftto a o i ed t o  L A W . 
Hamm  bom In*  the r v a p h b

mm iho B w  ad L h n  fll

oofaiafiog eauawtlaw, o f t o  
ff it r v wf and a fitrvo f hSBsdthm

Try awd me to* Lorioro as 
pas Way Mg wolo you of (to 
Divine Birth of (he Hbvurchs 
too to fifth. Theocvory h 
fully eombfitoad hi to digto : 
to Ifhvarvha are fully em
bedded hi every aowf» but it h 
now g AMflar of wdkg up 
thrir wto awd Iwrfliog wn 
fbrir btod alato iofia 0 male

T h a  d o m i n g  fViy#r 

is HI AT DflU-YL iW t 

\\ l r t uv uaaam*« 
DmetnSt tPand

rfieapooriaf op t o  mywamof 
pe. town** hfiw dhr fdsmoey fir 
am* aom aaokr. to d  h r tost hr* 
arm Oae wtdt fhrinflp. We 
ham Thor oflu tor tune appear 

dto m i  Muddy Tm th 
aatd samth amr depth* end

to m flim  m  mfmw Im d  ttaeae 
WB dM Otofirr o f the tdsdgfhtti 
i i  m  t o !  he ted

!h

i t o t o g to x udgsw to m s t o
:Mgg e i h  ast

1 phawa. Bho ogm m  t o tom
g |  t o f ie d f it o g t o  f f  to a adot

g to  rim Mto (tofigBfig  1
td  flum p

i  i g oaa flu r i g H  a
w  t o tou ow  1

mmpmgwm  Whoso

l  amm •
te a  * 8 T t
to o  t o h fa

g m m  hBk tom
flte B fl

T U I  H U  I  A l l  I I I  41  I l i v I V
Idle Wn I Hi W ean m

B uuwii I h w r s d a i  h  
I b a m g  M o g l lw g  A

H r a i l l  I d t h

PhBfififi Wto Cdm

fi §mbl httt h td m a m

i l  4W  H r i i i u  Tl 
i toMKhx t o  | t o  I

p jo . t o  4  t o .  hy

i t  i

I tor Sdml wf Ufitwriil fMtoifliy bih! Hpalmj;
a  i i u  m  d l l  M
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Sanctuary
b y H annah

From the hustle and bustle 
Of this busy, noisy world, 
l creep away to find 
Quiet, and peace of mind.
My garden is my retreat,
Wnere Mother Nature reigns.
She takes me to her bosom 
As I enter her domain.
0/t /,//£ peace and happiness,
As all around l  see
So many beautiful expressions,
Oh my Lord, of Thee.
Everything is striving 
To bring forth of its best,
Following its purpose 
Without question or relent.
And as I  sit and ponder 
At all around I  see, 
l  think what lessons we could learn 
From Nature's Family.
As in Spirit I mingle
With Nature's familiar sounds,
3/z/ heart in joy ascends 
In  Love, at what Tve found.
Was it Thee, my Lord, who kissed me,
In the soft summer breeze,
And was it Thy Face in this flower

I  perceived;
Did I hear Thy Voice in the song

of the bird ?
Some say *tis an hour toasted,
But if they only knew 
What has been sown in Love,
And reaped in gratitude.
I  feel refreshed and strengthened 
For the quiet communion spent.
I  return now to the world outside,
Resolved to do my best.
I thank you for my garden,
My joy and sanctuary;
I will keep it holy, Lord,
That I may walk again with Thee.

0

»ng of ihc ‘.oul’ will completely 
bury* in what we call the 
Campi-root. Then you will be 
surprised how, suddenly, every
thing will appear Quite clear, 
as though a window has been 
opened wide.

The Moon in passing oyer 
the 1st house, through Aries, 
indicates that you must now 
adopt a true pioneering state 
of investigation, where you 
must struggle with the wisdom, 
in order to bring all your 
wealth up out of the depths, 
to become the radiance of 
your mind.

There is no doubt at all that 
you have a ‘root right down 
in the very base of yourself 
which is causing all your 
trouble. The only way for this 
to be ‘up-rootcd’ is by you 
struggling with the wisdom in 
the “Occult Gazette"; you will 
need to get down to doing this 
with both your ears well 
pinned back, and endeavour to 
mentally master what the 
words mean.

The language used fin the 
Occult Gazette is of the 
‘Abstract*, but once mastered 
it becomes very simple to 
understand. 1 had to go 
through this process of mas
tery, and I did not find it as 
easy as some people might 
think. Oh n o ! I had to go 
through ail the difficulties of 
mastering this in the same way 
that others have to, and it took 
a long time for me to change 
the words, which are so inter- 
blended as to give forth of the 
depth of their wisdom.

Actually speaking, it is not 
so much what the words mean, 
but the words conveying unto 
the mind the 'divine over- 
shadowance*; it is the ‘divine 
presence' radiating in the wis
dom, because all words bring 
unto mankind of their Truth.

The Word is Truth, the 
Word is the Presence of God, 
Royalty, Beauty, Goodness. It 
is the very Essence of Divinity, 
and this is where, by con
tinually struggling and letting 
the wisdom cleanse you, and 
strip you, you will find that it 
gives forth of its Truth, of its 
Royalty. I am sure that if you 
will struggle a little harder, 
you will find that you will be 
greatly helped by your efforts.

★  ★  ★
Mr. P. R.. Auckland.
New Zealand.

“Suffers badly with colic*1 
(Chart 1620).

NOW the young boy whose 
Chart we are now dealing 

with, is only eight months old, 
so he is indeed very young to

be suffering with this con
dition. but unfortunately all 
his difficulties arc karmic, and 
he has come back in this life 
to overcome that which was 
strongly with him in the past. 
What ne could have put into 
operation then as mind activ
ity, would have been outstand
ing, but he only turned this 
strongly into the desire body.

His Path of Destiny in the 
4th House, in between the 
Moon and the Dragon's head, 
indicates that he has to try and 
put into operation a complete 
change-over of desires, trans
muting the desire body into 
the mind body, which of 
course everyone must now do, 
to raise themselves back to 
their original god-status.

He must start putting every
thing into creative mind action 
as soon as he is able, ever 
striving to keep his mind ele
vated and revolving around 
higher ideals ; only in this way 
will he overcome the pull of 
the desires, which are very 
strong with him. This is clearly 
shown by his three planets in 
the 12th House; his Sun and 
Venus in Sagittarius, and his 
Neptune in Scorpio.

Sagittarius links very strong
ly wth the desires, when only 
manifesting in its negative 
state, it being the House of 
the ‘playboy,* while Neptune in 
Scorpio placed here, is not at 
all good, and this young soul 
will have to struggle hard as 
he grows older, to transmute 
his generative fires into their 
higher creation of royal mind 
expansion.

There is no doubt that this 
spirit was upon the earth at a 
time when he was very much 
under the influence of religion, 
and underwent periods of pen
ance, including rigid dieting: 
it seems he practised much of 
this in the Medieval Ages, 
consequently, when he came 
back to the Earth again he 
should have continued to put 
stringently into operation what

be had been strongly advocat
ing. In fact there seems to have 
been much in the previous lives 
of this child, which he now 
has to tread into the Earth.

What this soul did bring 
forth in that past religious Age 
was very potent, for he sincer
ely believed in what he was 
doing, which is, after all, most 
im portant; he really did mean 
what he was doing, although it 
was not entirely an accurate 
creation. However, it has such 
a strong influence with him, 
he now has to tread it into the 
Earth in the correct way, 
through a heart purpose.

This would account for why 
he has the Sun, Venus and 
Neptune in the 12th house, and 
is further evidenced by Jupiter 
and Uranus in the 11th house, 
the house of the spirit, in the 
Sign of Libra, balance. In fact 
this is such an unusual Chart, 
that 1 have not seen anything 
like it before; it so radiates 
what the soul has been in the 
past, that 1 can see quite 
clearly before me a well-built 
monk in a brown habit, at a 
time when he partook of only 
the most frugal diet, and 
underwent various states of 
restriction and penance.

Having done this only under 
religious instruction—which is 
not of Truth—he now has to 
live what he has practised in 
the past, and place it into its 
right perspective. He could not 
get out of doing this, because 
it has been expressed so 
zealously by the soul in the 
past.

In the Midheavens is the 
Dragon's tail, the very end of 
the Dragon-fire, which, being 
conjunct to Pluto, again shows 
that the soul's impress into life 
was to do with religion, and 
being in Virgo, he fulfilled this 
to a great degree. Virgo, the 
Virgin, links very much with 
religion, and Pluto points to it 
being the Christ impregnation ; 
and of course, the 10th house 
is the house of honour, and 
represents the soul’s prestige in 
life.

Saturn in the 5th house in 
Taurus clearly indicates that 
the desires were of a negative 
degree, consequently stoning 
the soul’s natural ‘fire’.

Mars in the 3rd house, the 
house of the mind, is in 
Aquarius, indicating that the 
heights and depths of the soul 
have got to be united; no 
longer being of the magnetic, 
but of the Atomic, as Electro- 
Magnetic, whereby the soul 
then becomes of cosmic con
sciousness.

The Mercury in the 1st 
house, in Capricorn, confirms 
that this soul is still bound by 
old religious ideas of ritual, 
which have all got to be 
reborn.

This child, being so young, 
would of course set a problem 
that many a parent would find 
difficult to handle, in leading 
it into the right direction, but 
only by being kept on a very 
very restricted diet will this 
state of colic be overcome. He 
should be trained to partake 
of a pure vegetarian diet, 
which can be done, even with 
a child from birth.

We were very successful in 
rearing a young child in the 
School, first of all giving him 
slippery elm food with milk, 
and eventually only mixing 
water with the food. Tomatoes 
were put through a sieve and 
apples were grated, and the 
child flourished extremely well.

By the age of eleven he was 
still upon a vegetarian diet, 
but this time entirely of his 
own free will, and living main
ly on apples, grapefruit and 
oranges, which he ate in 
abundance I He was averse to 
eating animal foods, such as 
meat and fish, and thought it 
was dreadful that anybody

should eat such things; not 
because he understood why, 
but because he had been 
brought up to be a vegetarian.

From the time of his birth 
this young boy was subject to 
chest trouble, but as soon as he 
was given natural food, such 
as fruit and vegetables, the 
condition cleared and he 
suffered no repetition of the 
difficulty. It was when we 
studied this child's Chart that 
we realised he could be a 
victim to asthma, and we were 
gratified that we were able to 
prevent this, by giving him the 
correct diet

However, to return to the 
Chart in question, although it 
would not be advisable at this 
stage to give the child herbs in 
any strong degree, I feel he 
would greatly benefit if he 
were given small quantities of 
Marigold Flowers and Rose
mary.

IVERBALISM  is the oldest healing art in the world. Its history can 
be traced back through the civilisations of Rome, Greece, Assyria 

and Babylon, and even beyond. Herbs are foods as well as medicines, 
and build up the general health at the same time as they cure any 
specific disease. Unlike drugs, which are inert, they are made from 
organic material instead of inorganic substances, and form an active 
or living medicine.

Here at the School we have a large quantity of loose herbs in stock, 
which normally will readily provide for all our requirements. However, 
we have listed below some of our more popular herbal pills, specially 
prepared for those who find them more convenient to take in this form , 
during the hustle and bustle of their daily occupation.
Nerve Pills.
Heart Pills.
Catarrh & Sinus Pills.
Eye Pills. (Cataract etc.). 
Laxative Pills.
Garlic Pills. (Blood, chest). 
Bronchial Pills.

Blood Cleansing Pills.
Tonic Pills.
Kidney Pills.
Womb & Stomach Cleansers. 
Anti-Obesity Pills.
Buchu Pills. (Bladder, sinus) 
Kelp Tablets. (Thyroid).

■
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The Saga of Time ■=■
PRAM AN TH A

O  O  O  O

by G ladys i .  
Spearman-Cook

Mythology Part 13b
D elivered a t the S.U.P.H. on 
16th Sep t.f 1962 by Ra-M en-Ra

THE Sothic Cycle was the work of the gods, but all was in the throes of birth and it was quite a royal way, but what it required 
was a soul who was still as the gods, and they were n o t; they were fast becoming as Pan, the goat-footed one. Through the 
Sothic revolution bringing such changes, the autumn equinox became the Waterman’s present place, with Poseidon as Scorpio 

obtaining the credit of the reform. And man now is blind enough to believe that he is rich when the flesh runs fat at the feasts, because 
he judges all by the power of the flesh and not the spirit which is the only concern of the gods. They had a plan which they had to 
fulfil, and not the way man had put into operation; now they had to think out a new plan, for you cannot turn the course in mid-stream.

(Now l  want you to listen very carefully to this, because I am making a declaration. The Sothic Cycle has been reborn in this Temple, 
because it is only by the Sothic Cycle that the Wisdom of the Gods can be earthed. This is the Work that many have impeded, and 
will have to answer for. Thus, if 1 say to you that only a God in matter could bring this into birth, then I leave you to judge the one 
that is having to bring this into birth).

Manifestation of the 
Inflowing Waters

ALL was due to the reverse 
o f ' the calendar, although 

at the time there was no actual 
calendar compiled and all relied 
on the movement of the stars, 
since they knew that all Powers 
and Influences came from those 
heights. They were still striving 
to act under the wisdom that 
had been installed in the Leo 
Equinox when all was pure and 
noble. A time when life was 
royal and in abundance, but 
Zeus as Cronus, the god ruling 
in the depths, had refused to 
expand owing to the trend of 
events.

Consequently man received 
in abundance, which turned to 
deluge and caused him to fall 
backwards in his actions; that 
which resulted in a loss that has 
been a continual corical slide.
Once man lets a day slide it 
cannot be retrieved, for time is 
passing creation that is either 
woven or lost, and if not spun 
up into the web of light, can 
never be captured. The foolish 
virgin who never trimmed and 
lit her lamp, but let the oil run 
dry as she dallied by a swift 
running stream.

Man once drew the great 
Heavenly Powers down, accord
ing to his belief, and would 
wait for certain stars to appear 
before he prepared his festivals, 
although this was precarious 
owing to elementary condi
tions. Now, once again, he 
must seek deeply into this 
wisdom and continue to draw 
these Powers into his being if 
he wishes to survive. This he 
will understand more clearly as 
time evolves and cycles return ; 
then, when disaster ovcrtaVcs 
him through the lack of wis
dom, which can take the form 
of a deluged return of power 
interfered with, then he may 
understand through sheer 
necessity, the true meaning of 
atom destruction as the stolen 
power of Zeus.

Although Themis (Virgo) 
now belongs to the winter sol
stice, she gives birth in Capri
corn on December 21st when 
Sothis meets her Lord, which 
is, in reality of mind expansion, 
the mother seeking her child in 
the heights. The stable being 
the poverty-stricken states of 
earth reflecting the heights, 
while the animals in the stables 
arc the beasts before the throne, 
and her daughters who are 
fostered are now one quarter 
further round.

This is the complicated state 
of unity in the act of birth. The 
virgin in the sixth carries her 
child up to the heights, receives 
the “kiss" of her lover, and the 
father impregnates Martha, the 
sister who ac,tx as the nurse. 
And so the continual growth of 
the sun child continues once 
the vreds begin through mind 
growth ; but no mind effort, no 
child creation, but a Pun ever 
sitting in the depths striving to 
find harmony and life.

f liia did not really Ibid any 
real fruit until the Taurus 
Peyulnov when the priests be
gan to become aware of tlir 
truth | then when Aries enter
ed In, the Ant Sun-god made 
appearance aa Perseus. Hit If 
you follow this us the assump
tion of PI re that light roold

DESIRE-BOUND
Tp N T  A N  Ci LED in ilie web of his own desires, the soul must make complete renunciation 

of all those states that hold him to the earth. Only when the soul can cut away the 
grip of Saturn, will he he able to take on o f his Orion Warrlorshlp and become imbued with 
the strength o f the llierurchlal Presence, and brought to royal divine mind union with the 
Oodhead. (See text in col. 5).

come forth on the hearth-stone 
as the fire “cooking the vitals** 
of the tool, then you will see 
the sensitivity in Us first de
grees, that provides the 
perceptory powers of its polar
ity the third Eye.

The Eye of Aldcbarun that 
the archer must pierce to 
obtain the vision. In the kundn- 
Unl fire piercing the cere
bellum that the pure mind 
memory la released and not 
the false or impure desire. Hat 
this Is the end of the Journey, 
and we are only In the first 
stages that began all the 
difficulties and left man with 
the prototype to carry.

This may not appoar as of 
iiny Importance to man today, 
hut only because lie does not 
understand nr draw the heaven
ly powers down into his being

sis once he did and become 
filled with the true Spirit and 
comprehend their depth. Con
sequently he becomes more 
gross and dense as the periods 
continue ; more barren through 
the natural Elcctricul Powers 
which he let loose before their 
time, destroying the tissues of 
his mind. Eunuchs with too 
much raw power which they 
cunnot spin into light through 
having wasted the early oppor
tunities of quest and labour.

(See plate on page 13)
The Horae

NOW we also have to face the 
fact that the Moernc, the 

G rata* also arc the offspring 
of Themis, and now, if never 
before. Zeus should know that 
there arc Pates whose decrees 
not even the Oods can elude I 
for Prometheus who is so much 
in this secret, is now called the

son of Themis (mother Shin). 
T ruth and Justice; and the 
Fates gain as much acknow
ledgment as the Horae.

The legend says Prometheus 
sacrificed two bulls and put the 
flesh of both into one skin, nil 
the bones in the other, and 
gave the pod his choice, trying 
all the time to mislead him. 
The Bull constellation is at the 
vernal equinox, the inflowing 
of life, and the other Dull at 
the autumnal equinox, the giv
ing forth, and Zeus will have 
to choose. Is lie going to have 
his throne and festival nt the 
Autumn or Spring of life, or 
arrive at the autumn as a dried 
pod and cracked earth. This of 
course refers to the gifts and 
powers of Taurus being raised 
to the heights, or lie reigning 
in the palace of the Scorpion 
with the vultures attacking him.

The true place of Prometheus

< 'tpyrlth l ttf ’ r rv r 'l f,v PublHheri, The School o f Universal PhtlOrOlihy nod Renting, KentlBglon, t on,h ,n ||.  ̂ U . K . nod printed hv Denny

is the vernal equinox and not 
the Autumn, and he in his heart 
dislikes being brought there by 
the infatuated Zeus as indul
gence. Therefore it was Prome
theus himself who instituted 
sacrifices and the division he 
made was between the parts of 
the beast to be consumed by 
the god and the parts to be 
eaten by the worshippers.

In other words it was a 
choice between two equinoxes, 
the two festivals. Which of 
them was to have the real meat 
of sacrifice and which the mere 
bones ? Youth in its true 
labourings brings the rich har
vest and festivals at the autum
nal, and it is the pure androgy- 
neity of Virgo which must 
come to all in the close of life ; 
or mere senile decay.

Prometheus is chained to the 
rock that Cronos spat out to 
the earth, and indicates the first 
words uttered by Saturn estab
lishment that laid the prototype 
for all time, and that was, he 
wanted to reign for ever and a 
day. Therefore he ate up all his 
sons and refused to give birth 
to any that could take his place.

Well, since that became his 
desire, man has been held to 
the wheel to fulfil his wish, (and 
he is ever being besieged by the 
wolf as he eats up the children). 
For when it is spoken of the 
gods, it can only be reiterated 
o f what the gods are transform
ed to in the living tissues of the 
soul. M an's chief evil is selfish
ness and possessiveness, especi
ally where Saturn is very 
prominent. This either strangles 
the soul or brings out supreme 
discrimination.

M an became in possession of 
the fire which gave him the 
power to  rc-crcatc; from then 
onwards he has lived in an 
entire field o f self-importance, 
claiming all that is only loaned 
to him to learn by.

Thus spends most of his life 
striving to become disentangled 
from their m eshes; immediat
ely a man becomes free from 
these he is out of captivity, 
for that was the first sin, the 
stone of Saturn that destroyed 
the sensitivity of the spiritus 
being. Now he is loaded and 
has to pray before the altar- 
stone of the omphalos, making 
sacrifices daily. Poor T au ri!

(See plate on this page)
Zeus did awaken at last and 

put his house into order, but 
he had already taken to him
self Eurynome, one of the 
Occanides; one of Penelope's 
female attendants, the damp 
atmosphere of lamentation. He 
had also begotten the river-god 
Asopus, the son of Neptune 
and Pero, who, as the fore
runner of Sodom, had come to 
the west country as unbridled 
as ever.

Now he must reform, for he 
is married to Hera (magnetic 
current of the earth), and 
accepts the legitimate alliance 
with a spring goddess Hestia : 
she endowed with an approved 
intercalary, the six Horae as 
certain senses. The feminine 
principle fired with the senses 
of the Seven l ogoi, but as to 
how she portrayed them is en
tirely Up to her. (She now was 
to take over that expansion : 
she was to be the bringcr into

C ontinued  on page 13
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